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USD has become College of the Cars. 5,700 permits were issued for 3,313 spaces. See Story on page 7.

·c ommunity Service Grants Supplements Public Interest Clerks
by Mark Regalbutti
delay period for repayment of loans by was a very rewarding experience. I felt I they were able to work in ·legal fields in .
Are you interested in doing legal work those students accepting public interest was really able to help these people."
which they had a keen interest but which
These students and several others were they initially felt they may not be able to
for a community service organization or jobs following graduation.
Now in his second year, Joel -Scotti able to utilize the Summer Community afford to work.
public interest group; but are afraid you
cannot afford to do so because of the low worked for Community· Defenders this Service Grant program and gain valuable
(Continued on page 5)
wages offered?
past summer. Scotti stated, "I had an experience. Through iriquiry and fortune
Through the efforts ofDean Krantz and interest in criminal law. But as a first year
Dean Young, the Law School established student it can be tough to find a job. So
a new program providing for Summer I volunteered to work at Community
Community Service Grants. The program Defenders. Just getting the experience was
began in the Summer of 1987. Funds under worth it, and I thought during the summer by Chris Hardy
(Because the NLG represented people
this program, combined with existing they might be able to pay me. As it was,
targeted
as Communists by McCarthy, the
Lawyers,, students and ·members of the
Federal Work Study funds, make it they said they would not be able to pay community gathered together last Sunday Guild was accused of being a front for the
possible for students to work for commun- me above minimum wage.
·to celebrate the SOth Anniversary of the · spread of Communism.) After speaking
ity service agencies at rates competitive with . "Then, to my surprise, I was contacted National Lawyer's Guild. (NLG). Approx- out for Constitutional rights, two NLG
those offered for clerkships in most law by Dean Krantz who informed me of the imately 100 people heard a speech by lawyers were physically removed from the
firms.
.Community Service program. He told me former California Supreme Court Justice House of Representatives. Their work,
·During the past summer, this program USD would pay a predominant percentage Cruz Reynoso that complimented the however, ultimately helped end McCarthenabled several USD students to work for of my wages while I worked at Communty history of the Guild and called for greater yism and the House Subcommittee on UnLegal Aid Society of San Diego, Inc., the Defenders during the summer. I had the political participation by all Americans.
American Activities.
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program Dean for Criminal Law my first semester
Next, Cruz Reynoso spoke to the .crowd.
(SDVLP), and a special project relating to and had initially asked him about agencies
He shared his experience of growing up
counseling·and advisory services for aliens or firms practicing cri~inal law where I
in Orange County, and attending a racially
who were applying for amne!'ty undr the might seek employment. At Community
segregated "Mexican" school. He said that
new federal immigration legislation.
Defenders I was working hand in hand with
this tended to foster an "Us and Them"
Dean Krantz created this program out professionals, which was an invaluable
attitude, but when desegregation was finally
of a perceived need to assist as well as experience."
announced, all races of parents, teachers,
encourage law students to work for local
Others who were able to work with
and students stood up and applauded
community service groups. The program Community Service groups this past
together.
also, helps to satisfy the significant need summer indicated.that they gained a good
. Reynoso praised the Guild for its history
these agencies have for quality legal deal of experience. Richard Vattuone,
of active participation in issues of sociaL
. assistance. Krantz said, "Some groups currently in his third year, worked for Legal
justice. He stress.e d that democracy means
informed me that they were impressed with Aid Society of San Diego, Inc. during the .
participation, even beyond voting. As
the abilities of USO students who worked summer. "I worked closely with many
lawyers, we will be instrumental in that
for them."
clients, and several times I was entirely
participation and in protecting people's
Dean Krantz added, "This funding responsible for the case from the minute
rights.
Former Justice Cru% Reynoso
enables people to work for such agencies, it came in our door until it was resolved.
For example, Reynoso was recently
who are interested in doing such work, but That was exciting. I wasn't just a research
The program started with a wine and responsible for removing thousands of
· who cannot afford to work for the nominal hound, which is what some law clerking cheese reception accompanied by an NLG Hispanic children from special schools for
wages community service groups have the positions can make you feel like. W ithout Historical Photo Exhibit. Explanations the developmentally disabled. They had
resources to furnish. I belive this is a modest assistance from the school there would have accompanied the photographs, detailing the been mislabeled as retarded because they
beginning to what will happen in the future been no way I could have worked at Legal early Guild lawyers' defense of Roosevelt's failed to perform well on certain standardas the University ~sable to develop a larger Aid."
· New Deal programs, through the present ized tests, which were in English.
endowment. W e would like to eventually
Now in his final semester, Walter Burrier activities that follow the tradition of
Organizations like the National Lawyers
broaden-this program."
counseled and provided legal assistance for constantly struggling for justice.
Guild and indiyiduals like Cruz Reynoso
Some schools like Harvard and NYU the countless aliens who are applying for
A video preseP..tation followed, with are helping with the fight against such
have large endowments which have enabled amnesty under· federal immigration legis- footage ·of Guild lawyers being questioned injustices as such participation is the root
them to develop loan forgiveness programs lation passed in November 1986. Basically, by Senator Joseph McCarthy in the 1950's. of our democracy.
.
.
for students who work in public interest under this legislation, if a person can prove
jobs after graduation. Such programs are they were issued a visa before January l;
Non-Profit Org.
Motions
designed to funnel legal talent into the 1982, they may be. eligible for amnescy.
U.S. Postage
USO Law School
-PAID •
public interest arena, which until the last The process is complex·and unfathomable
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA
several years was viewed by many law for someone who does not speak Eng~ish.
San Diego, CA 92110
Permit No. 365
students. as being iilaccessible because of
"My job was not what one would call .
the lack of funding for jobs in this area.
a traditional legal job," Burrier noted. "l
Dean Krantz intimated that the Summer worked f;i.ce to face with the people (clients)
COmmunity Service program that was ~veryday. I gave practical as well as legal
established just this past summer would . advice. I felt I served as an important link
eventually broaden itself to provide for a between the people I saw and the INS. It
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Dicta I
They Only Come Out at Nigh_t

by Jame F.B. Sawyer
I ~ an evening student. Before all of
you, my fellow law students, I do openly
and of my own free ~ll confess this fact.
To whfch Y® would be welcome to
inquire, "So what?" .
What is it about evening law students
that sets us apart, that makes us feel
different somehow, that forces us to refer
to day division st1,1d~nts as "them"? Why
do we have thll;j .chip on our collective
shoulders?
Playing fast ~d loose with Shakespeare's
"The Merchant of Venice" "Hath not an
evening student eyes, ears, organs, dimensions? If you tickle us, do we not laugh?
If you prick us, do we not bleed? If you
schedule meetings or speakers at 12: 15, will
we not complain?"
· There are good reasons why I and those
like me study the law after dark (during
standard time). For most of us, the main
reason is that we are busy during the day,
earning a living OUt there in the real world.
(For th~ of you unfamiliar with this term,
it is .convenient to think of ·it as "ThatBig.:Out-There-That-Starts-At-LindaVista-Road.")
Jbere seem.s to be a shadow that hovers
over the concept of ·working during the
day and studying the law at night. The
February 1987 issue of Student Lawyer, the
magazine published by the law student
section of the American Bar Association,
ran a story, "The Edge of Night School;''
that raised several issues about the purported differences between day and evening
"law study. I'd recommend it to you if you
have any preconceived notions regarding
which division, day or evening, is more
likely to guarantee your graduation and
subsequent gainful employment.
Ultimately, it seems, "those with a
prejudice for evening law study can cite
anecdotal evidence to bear out their
viewpoints. (After all, former ChiefJustice
Warren E. Burger was an evening student.)
But just as easily, those with a prejudice
for day study can cite equally reliable
evidence to bear out their viewpointS. It
is a. question of which side of sunset the
speaker has chosen to devote to law study.
What is most often lost in the scuffle
over which division is the more academically advanced is the fact that day and
evening law study are two sides of the same
coin. They are NOT opposites. They cover
the same material and are more often than
not taught by the same professors.
The disagreement over the scholastic
pr~minence of either day or evening study
is-if I may be pardoned for the not
unintended pun- largely academic. What
matters the most to those of us involved
in the night-in, night-out hurly-burly oflaw
school is the fact that so many activities
that are important parts of the law school
experience are out of our reach due to
scheduling at times when we are,nowhere
near campus because of our daytime
commitments or when we are in class.
lt would be difficult for any of us to
show that our study of law in the evening
is somehow diminished in comparison to
daytime ,study. lt isn't the classwork or the
teaching that is missing something. What
we miss is the extra ingredient, the added
activities that lend to a feeling of actually
being in law school.
We arrive on campus, park in the law
school parking loi:, take our law books firmly
in hand, step confidently into the law school
building, wave to our law. school friends,
and go to our seats in law classes. Perhaps
after classes for the evening are dismissed,
we'll check out a citation in the law library,
do a -little legal research. So what is it that
keeps us from ·feeling like we're in law
school?
1 don't know. I see the announcements
on the blackboards in the classrooms. This
guild or that caucus sponsoring this speaker
or that symposium. Usually either. while
l'm in class or while l'm at work. Some-
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off (there "they" go again).
When "they" put together an event that
is scheduled at a time inconvenient for you
to attend, it's not because "they" are
deliberately excluding you. It's because you

aren't there to assist "them" in scheduling
the event at a more convenient time.'
Waving your fist in the air and complaining about "taxation without representation" has little effect. It's not even good
1
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aerobic exercise. Do you want the best laid
plans of mice and law students to take you
into account? Then make yourself one of
those accountable for laying those plans.
Try it, you'll like it.

Public Demands Opie.for President
by Starr Lt:e
bumper stickers citing, "l smoked with
A 1985 survey by the National Institute
Editor
Ginsberg.") But even President Reagan of Drug Abuse concluded that 62 million
Once again, a politician is paying with commented that Ginsberg is probably not Americans have tried marijuana. It was like
his future for a misspent past. It now seems alone in partaking in forbidden vegetation, drinking moonshine (still available in your
to be a strict liability offense to fall off and said, ''I think there are a great many local Ozarks) and bathtub gin in the
your pedestal and be human in your people who have to admit that ... they Prohibition-do you suppose some of
personal life, and, gasp!, still want to be did something of that.kind."
these degenerates slipped into office?
a leader in government. The public has now
It was the shortest at bat in recent history;
And what about the statistics on the
metamorphasized from reasonable, .ordi- it only took supervoter four days to call
number
of people drinking .and driving,
nary people with some tolerance and only Ginsberg out. No time for him to explain
a mild curiosity into everyone else's private "that mistakes don't maketh ~e man and unwed mothers, co-habitating, birth
business, to the extraordinary supervoter.
that he could make a good Supreme Court control for teenagers, and other activities
Supervoters never cheat on their taxes justice. These facts and arguments will tolerated by society but considered moral
(or their wives/husbands), missed the never be heard because of Sl!pervoter's infractions by many.
sexual and drug ·revolutions, and refuse to quest for the perfect humanoid. (It does · Gn the public expect perfection from
have anything to do with anyone or seem a tad ironic though that one of the birth in·the personal lives of their leaders
anything "too controversial to be a dinner head inquisitors of the Senate Judicial if the candidate is qualified and capable
topic." But if you're running for an office, · Committee, Sen. Joseph Biden, was forced of the job? .He who is without sin can cast
they want! to know what you had for out of the presidential race, but .not the the first ballot. But do the voters ·really
breakfast ~t week-and with what person. Senate, because of charges of plagiarism.)
expect perfection, or do they just like to
They wbt Opie to grow up and be
Another politician ~t recently failed to fuss before settling down to the business ·
president ahd bring Andy, Aunt Bea and make the perfect standards required by of seriously cons.idering a candidate?
Barney Fife with him as his "kitchen supervoter, regardlesss of qualifications, According to a Newsweek poll of 507 ·
cabinet." Opie would never have partaken was Gary Hart, the man who got his hand people, 69 percent said Ginsberg should
of that "wacky tobaccy," fooled around caught in the cookie jar. Some would say not be disqualified for consideration
with girls before he miraculously and it was a "Freudian slip" that he had to because of his past marijuana use.
dispassionatley married Mrs. Right, and end his candidacy; dare any reporter to
I've probably already ruined my chances
had 2.2 children, probably from osmosis. "catchmeifyoucan,"andyouseesomeone of becoming a Supreme Court justice,
News for them, Opie is a filmmaker in asking to be caught.
according to current expectations of
Hollywood, and I detected more than one
And in the wake of Ginsberg's revela- perfection. I used to fight with my brothers
naked body part in the pool of aliens arid tions is the surprising concept that the 60s and sisters, and drink all night at the college
mermaids.
free-loving and "Try me" radicals ate now bars. I believe in pro-choice, and am for
In attempting to fill various Washington -40+ and in some very responsible posi- a statute of limitations on drug use. But
positions, someone' keeps offering imper- tions. The candidates are now being grilled I might have made a great Supreme Court
·feet sacrifices to . the supervoter who, about their past because "inquiring minds justice if I'd only been born guiltless at
instead of looking for the candidates' and want"to know" who said yes to drugs and 29 years of age, already been to college ·
nominees' qualifications and abilities for a any other good dirt. Gov. Bruce Babbitt and knew how to pick the right wine.
position, trembles with excitement to hear tried marijuana and so did Sen. Ablert
Regardless of a person's moral innocence,.
of their past indiscretions. It's better than Gore, two of the remaining Democratic no one is perfect. It seems that a person's
General Hospital when Luke and Laura were prospective nominees for president. Cali- qualifications should be of predominant
escaping from the spies.
fornia Senate Minority Leader Ken Mad- consideration for a position, not the
.After all, it was terribly indiscreet of dy's honesty may not have been the best person's ancient personal history! If the
Judge Robert Bork to have conservative policy, as Gov. Deukmejian considers person has personal problems or a past that
views on abortion, women's rights, and the Maddy's youthful experiments 20 years would affect his abilities now, like an illegal
. Constitution. The duty of a Supreme Court later in Maddy's bid for state treasurer.
habit, or alcohol dependency, that is the
justice is to interpret the Constitution but
Do these youthful indiscretions prove time to present the issue to anyone within
supervoter, with help from the duly super- that Babbitt or Gore would not be able reach of megaphone to the newspapers.
elected Senate Judicial Committee, ·decided to lead the United States as president? Does
Until the public becomes rational again
that Bork's personal leanings were the the-fact that Hart cheated on his wife make about what is important when screening
wrong views. He could not be relied on him less qualified to lead the country? Did candidates and nominees (perhaps not until
to interpret cases correctly, according to it make Jack Kennedy a bad president?
all they have left are the "stodgy" perfect
the people who held opinions to the
Are we really surprised and shocked that people) I think I'll stay out of public office.
contrary.
these government leaders were once open At least as editor I'm not expected to tell
So try, try agan. This time Judge Douglas to the same temptations as the rest of us all. After all, you never know who'd want
Ginsberg, 41, was up for the slaughter of ordinary types? Even today almost every · to start impeachment proceedings if it was
the Supreme Court nominees. One year young person has tried something either commonly known that I've tom the "Do
ago, Sen. Edward Kennedy said Ginsberg Mom or "the establishment" disapproves not remove" tags off pillows and am a ~loset
"(possessed) a rare combination of scho- of, often just because they disapproved .
chocoholic.
. -~~..u.r"'!'
.. :-,.,,,,,~-------~-------~--------,
larly background and academic achieve- r-----('-""""
meLlt and accomplishment and administra""~J,..,.. ""'
'~ ~\&\\';~tf-r otk
rive talent,'' This year Kennedy remarked.
~
~ von Ginsberg's nomination, ' after no
Y:.'f..\l '3~ ~,\f\'\\,
research, "He's an idealogical clone ofJudge
cs;: '!"€ o\J'fS ,., "'
Robert Bork."
· ~o
Well, supervoter is of course an atlAmerican baseball fan and they at! know
that three strikes and you're but. Ginsberg.'s
second strike was partially s~ung by his
wife, who was nor nominated for the
Supreme Court, but had performed
abortions while in medical school.
The foul ball was that he had only one
year of federal jurisprudence experience at o-•v•· """"- -~---the old age of 41. No matter that 32 of
the 46 confirmed nominees for the
Supreme Court this century, including
justices.Oliver W endell Holmes, Benjamin
Cardozo, Hugo Black, Abe Fortas and
William Rehnquist, had no federal jurisprudence experience whatsoever before
being nominated to tne Supreme Court.
The third strike resounded.with a tipoff
that Ginsberg had smoked ·marijuana
during c9llege and while a Harvard law ·
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Reagan's pet issue turns around to bite him
by Thomas Mauriello
Legal Articles Editor
The irony of it was anything but subtle.
Here were the two most outspoken,
prominent, an.cl messianic anti-Orug spokesmen in America today, Ronald Reagan and
Edwin Meese. The two watched as the
potentially most profound and lasting
policy move of their. tenure, filling the
empty slot for the "swing vote" on the
Supreme Court, again fell apart, this time
because of - surprise! - the drug issue.
Reagan's attempts to move the electorate
on such divisive social issues as school
prayer, busing, affirmative action, and
abortion have largely failed over these past
seven years. But he and Nancy Reagan have
managed to generate a good deal of
attention and some success by adopting the
battle against illegal drug use as a pet issue.
Reagan has been promoting greater awareness of the dangers of drug abuse, drug
testing in the workplace, and tougher
sentencing of those caught using or selling
drugs. "Just say no" has become almost
as much a part of the American lexicon
as "This Bud's for you".
Meanwhile, Attorney General Meese
gave speeches, coordinated and publ~cized
major drug busts, and generally provided

a legal voice to back up Reagan's moral
and social exhortations. Meese had made
a name for himself in the late 60s as a
"law and order" man prosecuting campus
protestors and other troublemak~rs in
Alameda County, California.
Meese, a former USO law professor, is.
not exactly Mr. Clean himself. He is
perhaps best remembered for his generousness in giving Ollie North the weekend to
clean up his office last year, leading to an
all-night shredfest by the Colonel.
Aside from the Iran-Contra mess, Meese
had been involved in some funky real estate
and financial transactions, and had been
hanging out with the wrong people in the
business world - namely the W edtech
folks. Most recently, Meese took_ some heat
for his wife's lobbying a federal judge tci ·
go easy on a young businessman friend of
the Meeses' who was awaiting sentencing
for tax fraud.
Anyway, after the intense and unprecedentedly detailed scrutiny of Judge Robert
H. Bork led to his rejection by the Senate,
Reagan nomiqated Judge Douglas Ginsburg
to the Court. Ginsburg, along with Bork,
is on the D.C. Court of Appeals. Reportedly, Meese had persuaded Reagan to select
Ginsburg, over the arguments of pragmatist

. Ginsberg Sits Down
Strike Three High and Outside
by F.S. McKenna
Unreasonable I may be at times, but as
far back as I can remember, I have always
had a flair for justice and fair play. When
I think someone is being treated unfairly,
I become outraged! So it was when Judge
Ginsberg appeared on the TV screen and
announced his withdrawal as a candidate
for a seat on the highest court·in the land.
No pun intended.
Once again, here was a candidate with
three strikes against him before he even
stepped into the batter's box. This is unAmerican, to say the least.
The sight of Ginsberg apologizing to the
Nation for having smoked marijuana on
a few occasions almost decades ago, not
only enraged me, but left me with the
unsavory odor of foul.play. Ginsberg goes
on to tell us that he believes in the law,
and relays a message to American youth
that to use drugs is wrong, that he was
wrong.
Bravo! The sound of the moral majority-if there is such a group-can be heard
from afar, clapping and pontificating;
"Why didn't he 'just say no to drugs?"
I realize we live in age of instant morality. Instant everything for that matter.
However, nothing can match the awesome
power of instant communication where
potential governmental seekers are scrutinized to such an extent, that they can;t break
wind without the whole country knowing'
about it in a matter of minutes.
Have we become a nation so imbued
with gossip and innuendo that hardly a day
goes by without us demanding a daily soap
opera fix? Or are we just being hypocritical
and impractical by setting standards for our
decision makers the rest of us ean't live
up to either? I think so.

Let's face it, any candidate for any office
should be judged by his or her qualifications and experience and not by any
pecadillos someone might turn up in their
past. In today's political arena, the
candidates are judged and crucified before
they take a stand-'-or even before we know
where they stand.
So Ginsberg goes the way of Gary Hart,
Senator Biden, and others before them,
candidates·who supposedly stepped out @f
line with the majority's concept of JudeoChristian morality and propriety.
At least Judge Bork was allowed his day
in court, s9 to speak, to defend his
philosophy, judicial thoughts, and ·court
decisions before the Senate Judicial
Committee. Ginsberg wasn't even allowed
to raise his right hand and swear to tell
the truth.
We have become a nation of apathetic
people who have a blatant disgust and
distrust for our leaders. So much so that
we no longer believe almost anything they
say. We trivialize their strengths and
overemphasize their weaknesses.
When Ginsberg refused to stand up and
fight, his lack of fortitude sealed his fate.
Americans only like winners-the man or
woman who beats the odds and eventwilly
triumphs.
I, for one, wish Ginsberg hadn't apologized and meekly withdrawn, but instead
stood tall and fought back. However,
maybe, this was the natural progression of
a failure syndrome. We will never know.
Those who convicted Gihsl;>erg without
a hearing-dismissing him in .their hearts
and minds-eradicated a part in all of us.
That part which cries out "Justice for All."
Those words now ring hallow in our
judicial halls.
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chief of staff Howard Baker that the choice
should be someone who is better known
to the Senate than Ginsburg.
In a private interview with several
reporters on the weekend of Ginsburg's
resignation, Reagan analogized the process
of picking a Supreme Court nominee from
the final list to "throwing darts." Now
there's a man in the driver's seat. Our rights
are in good hands, folks.
Ginsburg's main credentials appeared to
be an anti-regulatory philosophy, a solidly
impressive academic background, and the
fact that he was a known quantity to
Reagan, Meese, and other top advisors.
Ginsburg had served in high-level positions
in the White House Office of Management
and the Budget and in the Justice Department. The problem with Ginsburg was that
he was an unknown quantity to almost
everyone else. Without an extensive track
record, it would take some time to find
out about him - time which, as events
transpired, abruptly ran out.
Ginsburg apparently possesses a viewpoint similar to Bork's, but without Bork'.s
much-celebrated intellectual prowess.

Strangely, what many people initially found
troubling about Ginsburg was the opposite
of what sealed Bork's fate. Bork had written
prolifically over several decades, both as
a law professor and as a judge. Thus, his
views were well~known. Many people
feared those views and felt that, as a Justice,
Bork would be hostile to hard-won rights
of minorities, women and individuals.
Ginsburg, on the other hand, was largely
a question mark. His writings and government service reflected a free-market
approach to regulation, but little else was
known about him. Scrutiny revealed
seriously questionable, but not necessarily
fatal, aspects of Ginsburg's background.
Possible financial interest in a case in which
he wrote a government brief, possible
interference with EPA regulation of
asbestos, even his wife's performing
abortions as part of her medical training
- all these issues loomed large because
they appeared against a relatively blank
canvas.

(Continued on page 11)

Halloween: no treat for SBA

by Tim Ireland
On Oct 31, the annual USO Law school Halloween party was held in the
University Center for the first time. The event was co-sponsored by the PAD
law fraternity, the SBA and the MBA program. Students with valid USO business
and law IDs were admitted free of charge.
The event began at 8 p.m. and drew a crowd of several hundred, which included
a number of undergraduates as well as law and business students. The turnout
was several times larger than expected and the live music of "Four Eyes" created
a lively atmosphere in which to vent pre-exam anxieties. Unfortunately however,
for a few individuals, the shedding of tension found expression in some rather
disgraceful forms unrelated to dancing.
In spite of the best efforts of the organizers of the party to keep things under
control, serious damage was done to the University Center facilities as follows:
• General Cleanup of debris, spilled beer, · etc.-clean and refinish parquet
floor, clean carpet in downstairs halls, clean study lounges-$1,200.
• Replace/Repair Artwork-thefts, vandalism-$300
• Total Costs-$1,500
.
Although the MBA program has agreed to bear 1/ 3 of the total cost, concern
still runs high among SBA members (and hopefully a majority of informed law
students) over the fact that: (a) The $1,000 balance not covered by the MBA
people will signifi~tly consume the discretionary spending portion of the SBA
budget for the, rest of the year; (b) future SBA events planned for the University
Center this year are in jeopardy; and ( c) the problem was at least partially aggravated ·
by the refusal of security personnel to re5pond to sincere requests for help in
partolling the hallways and other "off limits" areas during the evening.
·
THIS IS A.JEST. It consists of several multiple choice questions about being
a responsible adult. The questions are based on the events described below. The
exam is closed book but you may discusi;; your answers with others. Good Luck!
1. Which of the following best explains the behavior of the per5on who missed
the restroom and found the hallway?
a. Blindness - directions were not provided in braille to assist the visually
handicaped in finding the bathroom.
b. Exhibitionism - since there was never a big crowd in any of the restrooms
the individual simply needed more exposure.
c. Misinformation - The individual responsible thinks that adult/ responsible
conduct is a purely academic concept relevant only to the extent that it
is necessary to get by things like the bar exam.
d. Barbarism - the individual was raised by apes in the Amazon jungle and;
whether drunk or 8ober, has no concept of civilization or sanitation.
2. Nothing could have prevented the.massive spillage of beer which nearly ruined
the floor - True or False?
a. True - some of this sort of thing must be expected at beerparties.
b. True, but we've learned - next year we'll either have no beer at all or
confine beverage consumption to outside areas and hope it doesn't rain.
c. False - it's never too much to ask that people exercise judgement,
coordination and self.control. But next year, to be safe, we'll all drink from
one big trough like horS'es so that spillage will be confined.
3. What steps should be taken regarding the vandals and thieves?
a. Institute a system of informants at all future social events.
b. Do nothing about the vandals: they can't help it if their parents didn't ·
teach them about respect for other people's property.
c. Do nothing about the thieves: it was probably a transient just trying to
· find a way to finance his next meal. Most USO students are rich and can
afford their own art work.
d. none of the above
4. What message should this send to the SBA?.
a . . Reinstate the 18th Amendment during all.future social events.
b. Require all guests to put up a refundable $50 security deposit.
c. Hold social events in the parking lot.
d. Hire the Gestapo to check IDs at the door.
e. Any combination of the above.
5. What message should this send to the people in security?
a. Shift the focus of attention on nights like this. Spend less time on the
major items, like insuring that cars are properly parked.
b. Add an extra patrolman to the night shift dµring partiei:;.
c. Listen and respond to genuinely expressed ~equests for assistance.
d. All of the above.
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See you on M.L. King Way

Dear San Diegans:
Can you believe the number of political
advertisements that-were tacked up about
town for the recent elections? I would wager
that not a single power or telephone pole
within a 10-mile radius of USO was spared.
Driving down any rosd in the area was not
unlike beinif assai:tli:ed by Lite Beer
commercials during a worlp series game.
Anyway, I did vqte, although I must
admit that the issues on the ballot were
not ~ntirely clear to me. Maybe I'm just
slow, but even afer' reading the papers, I
couldn't really ctlistinguish between what
the different candidates stood for.
There wa8, however, one issue that I had
no problem deciding: a "no" vote on
Proposition F, the ballot issue to change
Martin Luther King Way back to market
Street. To my dismay, when the returns
were broadcast on the eve of the election,
I learned that the initiative passed by an
overwhelming margin.
What conceivable motive could any
voter have for wanting the street to ~
renamed? Sure, it is perfectly understandable that the merchants who own shops
along the street were upset. They have a
pecuniary interest and a historical attachment to ~e name Market Street, so it was
this group who spearheaded the drive to
resto~r the Market Street name.

But what about the rest of the over
107 ,000 people who voted to change the
name bac;k? I can surmise only two theories
as to why a white voter, who is not
connected with any business interest on the
street, would have voted to change the
name. Either that person is a pure racist,
·or else he bought the sales pitch of the
merchants who claimed that a vote to
change the name back to Market-Street is
a legitimate exercise of voter power to
punish the City Council for its neglect in
failing to properly include the . merchants
in the name changing decision.
The first theory, I suspect, had more than
a negligible effect on the outcome, but it
is not even worthy of mention beyond that.
The -second theory, I find no less
troubling. The proponents of the Market
Street initiative are now smug in their
victory, pronouncing to all that the people's
will has prevailed over roughshod treatment by the government. Do you buy this
line? Suppose; for argument's sake, that the
initial decision-making process employed
by the council to change the name to Martin
Luther King Way was, shall we say, less
than democratic. Does · that mistake
somehow legitimize an exercise of power
by the voters to overturn the council
decision? I think not.
.
Consider this illustration. About 10
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no, Market Street

years ago the San Diego police department can see absolutely no difference between
decided to paint all their patrol cars white. this frivolous argument and the logtc
it was thought that by doing this the police advanced by the merchants to persuade the
would be projecting a softer image for voters on the Proposition F issue. The only
"America's Finest City". But a couple of difference is that the consequences of the
weeks ago, the local evening news broadcast . Proposition F issue are far more dramatic.
The mandate ot Proposition F results
that recently the police department decided
to repaint all. of the patrol cars back to in real injury to real people. It hurts the
black & white again, in an effort to project pride of the black community, the mental
a stronger image that will help to deter psyche of enlightened citizens of the city'
crime.
and of course, the reputation of the city
How could they do this? You see, the outside this community. In the final
issue is not that I prefer white patrol cars analysis, I must conclude that the "abuse"
over black & white patrol cars, but my of the initiative process by those who were
God, it's the way they went about it! They behind the Market Street initiative is far
are my tax dollars being spent here, I hate worse than the abuse, whether real or
black & whte patrol cars, ·and I wasn't imaginary, perpetrated by the City Council.
informed of any public hearing on this
There is another much more frightening
matter. In response to this complete theory as to why so many people voted
breakdown of the democratic process and for a change which makes no sense, but
travesty of justice, I plan on initiating a I can't quite recall it at the moment. Maybe
petition to get the "re-repaint the patrol I'll think of_jt later, but right now I have
cars" issue on the next ballot in June.
this urge for a Lite Beer.
As absurd as this illustration seems, I Rick Duvernay

SBA: Are You Representedl

by Daniel Gordon Le Vine

consider allocation of member fees to the
detriment of a fair and just election.
A legal education does not begin and
The election, which happened to coinend at the classroom door· On our campus cide with the 200th annversary of the US·
there are students who dedicate consider- Constitution, was not only a surprise to
able amounts of time and energy to bring many student members (due to. lack of
topical issues before the student body. proper notice). It was also frought with
Every student at this school is able tq error. Second year day students were asked
To all USO law students:
participate in a variety of organizational to vote for one representati.ve while the
When I began law school (approximately 15 months ago) I experienced a sense activities each semester. As part of a well · SBA by-laws state they shall be entitled
of community with the other students in my section. This experience was highlighted rounded legal education, it is important to to two representatives. First year evening
on a "particular Friday" in my civil procedure class. After moving from the midwest participate in extra curricular activities.
students had no nominee to the Board. In
and enduring an initial dose of general law school paranoia, I underwent the added
Every year, the Student Bar ~iation addition, other questionable election
strain of being robbed, coupled with the death of a college roommate. My thoughts assesses dues from all day, evenmg, and practices occurred. As such, some classes
l?egan to tum toward an immediate return to Chicago.
Master of Comparative law students. Funds of student members of the SBA have been
. Much to my surprise, however, on that "particular Friday" I discovered card on collected by the SBA are then allocated to denied fair representation on the SBA
my desk. This card included a gift from my classmates and a message that they were various student organizations to help pay Board of Directors.
concerned and wished to express their sympathy and support. I was amazed at this expenses.in presenting events. One of the
After the election the Directors of the
expression of concern from people I had known for such a short period of time. The primary duties of the SBA is the allocation SBA conducted the budget allocation
following Monday I expressed my gratitude and a hope that throughout law school of fun'.ds to student org~niz~tions.
.
process. Several line items on the budget
we would continue to care for each other's well being.
Each stud~nt orgamzatto~ s~bmtts · a were voted upon by proxy. This practice
I have become distressed that the initial sense of community has beglin to fade away. budget request at the begmnmg of a is in direct conflict with the by-law
Grades, interviews, class ranking and the individualistic and egocentric behavior that semester.. The elected officers of SBA then provision which prohibits vote by proxy.
accompanies these artificial standards, I- believe, are to blame. Although competition draft. a budget allocation. proposal to be Not · only have student members been
is inherent in the .trade and in the educatior:i.al process, as it stands, I feel that we considere~ by the officers and ~lass denied proper representation,·tl:ieir represll l.
d
.h
.
representatives (the SBA Board of D1rec- entation has been tainted by improper Board
can a . tve a ay Wlt. out lt. .
.
.
.
tors). A line-by-line analysis is conducted .
.
d
w·th
While contemplating a practical strategy to combat this "egocentric monster" I realized
. .
voting proce ures. 1 out proper repres.
.
.
' d
d _by the SBA Board. Student organizations
tati
·
ti
· d t
that the students have no outlet to express their sense of c<_>mmumty. As an un ergr~ receive. SBA funds after consideration of ethn b~nli, serifous qdues ons abere rat1se as
rtI. o
r
-.
di
th b d
e a 1 ty o stu ent mem rs 0 pa cI remember football games, protest ralles and hunger drives. No such forums extst
for law students. The answer to the problem may be to provide this type of opportunity. many ra~ors i_nclu ng e u get pro- ipate in the policy decisions made by the
In searching for a forum, I spoke with various volunteer associations and developed ~· discdtob among the Board of SBA. The most poignant exampl~ is the
. an idea. On a sunny day in March I would like to invite children from the Linda Directors, an su sequent vote.
"assessment (read 'taxation') without
· area ·to t he campus rcor an aftemoon ·o f games,
· cuuu,
r __ .J fun and laugh s. I would
the
' " o f f•trs t year evening
· ·
.SBA members
h b . elect
r
d Board
.
. . of represen t at ton
Vtsta
d
.
'd
l
l
d
.
d
'th
hild·
r
th
.
ft
Directors
w
o
rmg
1orwar
their
op1mon
students
.
like to see m iv1 ua aw stu ents pa1re wt c
ren cor e a emoon.
t all ti · f
d f,
At th
·
This idea holds two possible positive outcomes: to provide us with a chance to as 01 . oca othn ob dassesseall ~·
e
The authority of the SBA is given to
. to bridge
.
. ·. between t h e law commumty
. cone
us1on of e.bili
u· get ocation
process
· b Y 1·rs corporat e charter and b y-laws.
work together, and to begin
_the gap that eX1Sts
. . th
h
d it
·
1
it
ts.
e
responst
ty
of
t
e
SBA
Boar
Directors
elected by members act under
f ff
·
di
d
'
'
and the community at arge.
The idea is still just that. With the help and interest of fellow students, the "picnic" 0
trlltors ~ momtor.expend
this authority to transact the business of
is possible. If you are interested in helping to lay the groundwork for the project (we set·:h cy as ~ govemmg stu ent.
Y· the SBA. Student members of the SBA
will not meet until school starts again in JanUa.ry) please leave your name and phone Wt thbe 1?eenndgs of SBAbeopefrathttng on should be aware of the activities of the SBA
. the envelope on the door of the SBA o'mce or .call Anne Mackey or myself a closed asts
·
number m
. ' stil ent. mem rs o e SBA Board of D.trectors t o prevent ab use o f·the1r
at:
·
can only mteract. with ~e SBA throu~ rights.
Jack O'Donnell: 221-8128 Anne Mackey: 268-3185
the Board of Directors (a~nt special
The above h3s raised many issues for
You are cordially invited. Have a good holiday.
request to appear at a meeting approved yo~r consideration. But it is only the
in advance). Members of the SBA pay their viewpoint of one Director of the SBA. It
Sincerely,
dues and then must rely on elected directors is left to you to form your own opinion
Anne Mackey
to represent their interest.
as to what has and continues to occur. As
Jack O'Donnell·
Earlier this semester· the returning the great Spanish philospher Spinosa said,
director5 (SBA directors elected in the "Whenever I
confronted with ·that
Spring) made a decision as to whether to which is unfamiliar to me, I seek neither
postpone budget hearings or have a to -praise no,: c~ndemn, only to underThis fall the University of San Diego Olive Branch: The Tortured Path of the shortened election process. The election stand." It is my sincere hope that student
School of Law will publish its inaugural War Powers Resolution in the Reagan had to be held to fill vacant director seats.· members of the SBA are concemed enough
issue of the Journal of Contemporary Legal Years (1981~ 1987)," by Terrence Paupp. While the SBA by-laws specify the amount to investigate the situation to understand
Issues. The Journal will be published semi- Our dedication·was written by California of notice for election of the directors and its ramifications. All SBA members should
annually and provides a forum for thought- Supreme Court Justice Stanley Mosk. require a two week nomination period, inform themselves as to what has transpired
ful and provocative writing on controver- Future issues will follow this broad range these provisions were not followed. This and act to protect their interest in the
sacrifice enabled the SBA, directors to future.
sial and innovative legal issues. It seeks to of topics.
The Journal invites students, faculty and r---------------~----------------------------------------fill the present gap between the application
For subscription, send check to:
of law and the law's interaction with other other members of the Law School comUniversity
of San Diego School of Law
disciplines and social concerns. The Journal munity to submit articles to be considered
of
Contemporary Legal Issues
Journal
provides a unique forum for scholarly for publication in the Spring issue.
·discussion which -will stimulate the legal
The Journal also invites you to become
Alcala Park, San Diego, California 92110
a subscriber. A one-year subscription is
community.
Name: .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Our first issue includes: "Libel Law in available for $17 .00; two years for $32.00.
the Information Age: The Quagmire Strikes Please fill out and submit the coupon
Address:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Back," by Alan Neff, "A Radical Feminist below.
View of Pornography," by Kathleen Bean,
For further information on submission
Subscription prices:
$17.00
$32.00
"An Economic Analysis of the W elfare of articles or subscriptions, contact the
(please check one)
1 year . _
·2 years
,
Effects of Products Liability," by Edmund Journal's office at 260-4600 extension
•
Make
checks
payable
to:
The
Journal
of
Contemporary
lssves
Mantell, and "Between tbe Arrows and the 4343.
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Patients "right to die" ethical and moral 'hot potato'
by Jeffrey Merrick
Patients who have reached a "persistent
vegetative state" occupy the gray area
between life and death, hanging by a thread
of brain activity while virtually all cognitive
functioning is lost. The brain stern continues to function, leaving the patient in
technical consciousness while a severe state
of dementia precludes all cognitive awareness. Trapped within an inpenetrable shell,
the victim is a complete vegetable, often
. assuming a permanent fetal position.
Not quite dead, but not altogether alive,
these patients confront us with a peculiarly
modern imperative. Is the discontinuation
of heroic measures a societally sanctioned
form of suicide, or does the continuation
of these measures prolong human suffet:ing?
A panel debate, "When is Enough
Enough ?", d iscussed these issues on
O ctober 14 at the UCSD Medical School.
Discussion revolved around the patient's
right to discontinue life-sustaining treatment in an era in which the technology
to extend human life has become increas-ingly effective and sophisticated. Much of
the controversy is generated by those cases
in which the desires of the patient are not
documented and the condition has reached
the paradoxical phase known as " persistent
vegetative state."

Artificial treatment or heroic?

The debate focu8ed on the most controversial argument for die discontinuation
of treatment, the removal of the nasogastric.
tube. Perhaps it is because this tube carries
the most basic needs of life, food and water,
that many are reluctant to view this form
of treatment as artificial or in any way
" heroic". However, the patient has lost the
capacity to function, and forced-feeding
through one's nose can hardly be deemed
natural. An inherent complicity is implied
in the decision to remove the tube because
others must carry out the order.
Death by starvation is slow, hardly
pleasant to watch, and takes place within
institutions committed to the sanctity of
human life. Doctors and health care
providers face the conflict between their
attempts to preserve human life and their
efforts to alleviate human suffering. As the
technology for extending human life
surpasses all previously imagined boundaries, the preservation of the quality of human
life has become exceedingly difficult.
The wrestling match over the nasogastric
tube has moved from the hospital and
health care faciiity into the court room.
The moral and ethical implications multiply
exponentially as conflicting ideologies
compete with one another under the
vaguest of legislative guidance. Bioethic
committees have been formed in hospitals
throughout the country to consult doctors,
family members, and patients in a struggle

Community Service

(Continued from page 1)
You may ask, "How cari I access this
program ~o I can work for a public interest
group?'' Richard Osbourne, newly hired
Director of Financial Aid, is now designing
an-application process for students to access
funds from the Summer Community
Service Grant program for 1988. Applications Will be available in the Financial
Aid Office on January 11, 1988, the first
day of the second semester.
The .application will direct students to
first contact the organization they wish to
work for. The student should inquire as
to what percentage the organiz3.tion can pay
of one's wages for that summer. Any
student eligible for college work study is
eligible for th e Su mmer Comm unit y
Service Grant program. Decisions concerning those students who will receive funding
will be reached by the second week of April.
The Summer Community Service Grant
Program offers an excellent opportunity to
sea.ire a paid position with San Diego legal
organizations that work-with and assist the
public. Those who are interested shouid
contact Richard Osbourne in the Finantjal
Aid office.

to understand what has become anational
crisis of conscience. Ultimately, the issue
·becomes a personal one a8 we view .a fragile
and disturbing image of ourselves in the
hopelessness of the patient's position.

"Legal intrusion"
Ruff blames much of the complications
of this issue on the intrusion of the legal
sphere: "It is tragic that ·the courts have
to be involved." Bloom also views the legal

of the tube as suicide or murder, but rather
a humane and ethical approach to human
suffering. While many consider the starvation of the patient as cruel, Schneiderman
insists that the continued, artificial extension of life often inflicts the greater cruelty.
Because we pride ourselves as fiving in
~... in vegetative state . . . patient has lost the capacity
a pluralistic society, Schneiderman believes
to funciton and forced-feeding though one's nose can· the autonomy of the indiviaual will must
be honored above ·the imposition of
hardly be deemed natural.'
another's morality. He warned against the
danger of imposing moral and ethical
Moral issue for health professionals
. entrance into this issue with disdain, citing choices upon the individual will of the
Charles Bloom, an administrator of the fear of criminal or civil liability as a patient. The discontinuation of treatment
largest health care facility in San Diego contributing factor to his reluctance to is an individual right that runs deep into
(Georgian Court), voiced his reluctance to · remove heroic measures. Both Bloom and the core of the very vah,ies upon which
discontinue heroic measures. Bloom cited Ruff point to the ambiguity of a legislative our culture and society are based.
Attorneys and judges throughout the
the health care community's professional will which offers vague ·and often contraand moral commitment to the preservation dietary guidelines for the discontinuation country have played an instrumental role
of human life. Because the decision to of treatment. Although the American in shaping the course of this issue. The
discontinue treatment necessarily involves Medical Association has issued helpful landmark case of Karen Ann Quinlan came
the participation of the health care criteria for determining when heroic before the New Jersey Supreme Court in
provider, Bloom refuses to order a staff measures should be removed, the feeding 1976 and brought into startling focus a
member to remove the feeding tube from tube continues to slip past all attempts at question which had previously been
a patient unless ordered to do so by a court: classification.
confined to the silence of hospital and
" l am looking for any reason not to pull
Dr. Lawrence Schneiderman, a medical facility walls. Qwnlan's parents won the
the tube." For Bloom, the decision cannot ethics consultant at the UCSD Medical right to remove Karen from the respirator
be honored because he cannot order a staff School, identified the source - of the which had sustained her life since she had
member to do what he or she is not morally problem as the advent of advancing slipped into a coma the year before. The
or ethically prepared to do.
technology. The means for extending Quinlan case became a legacy, a human
Kathy Ruff, head of the California human life have reached staggering propor- drama which overwhelmed the American
Association of Health Care Facilities, tions as the furor to preserve human life public with the implications of modern
agreed that the discontinuation of treat- has become increasingly feverish. The tec.hnology and the right to die in dignity.
rnent often violates the rights of the health modern doctor must weigh the increased Recently, the New Jersey Supreme Court
care provider. Ruff stated that the decision capability of prolonging human life against broadened the right to die, allowing the
cannot be viewed as an individual one, the quality of life preserved. Here, the r~rno~al of nasogastric tubes in certain
especially when many in the health care doctor must tread the fine line which -situations.
corn~~ty regard the removal~~ the tube · separ~tes the Hi~~ratic O~th _from a - Courts Still Split on "Right to die"
as swc1de or murder. The religious and seerrungly hypocrmcal alternative.
Richard Scott a member of the debate
moral views of the health care provider are
'
•
inseparable from the patient!s decision to Which is "greater cruelty"?
(Continued on page 9)
die.
Schneiderman does not View the removal .

'Swing vote' for minor rights needed for Court
b y Misty Colwell
for voluntary school prayer.
Many cases will be reviewed by the
The Supreme Court rejected the AlaSuprerne Court in the 1987 / 88 session barna statute, but five of the justices
involving constitutional questions surround- (including Powell) said that they would
ing minors. The court will decide if minors uphold a statute allowing a non-religious
should be protected because they are minute of silence in public school. Unless
different from adults, or if their conduct one of the justices changes his or her views,
allows them "no less or more" than the Karcher wil be tied in a 4-4 vote.
A minute of silence for private contemrights of adults.
The resignation of associate Justice Lewis plation will be approved only on a nonF. Powell last June has left a court religious basis, but opponents such as the
divided on many of these important issues. American Civil Liberties Union and some
Typically Chief Justice William Rehnquist church groups see this case as a "back door"
and Associate Justices Antonin Scalia, for allowing prayer in public schools.
.
Byron White, and Sandra O'Connor vote
The ACLU also opposes applying the
in a conservative block. Associate Justices death penalty particularly for minors.
William Brennan, Harry Blackrnun, Thur- Thompson v. Oklahoma was·granted review
good Marshall, .and John Paul Stevens by the Supreme Court and will be argued
usually favor the liberal view in a decision. sometime this spring. William Thompson
Lewis Powell would often provide the was convicted for the murder of a cashier
"swing vote," thus having a great impact and his parents when he was 15 years old.
in determining the majority opinion. He was sentenced to death by the jury in
Because Justices cannot vote on a case 1985 and has been on death row in
unless they have heard the arguments, any Oklahoma with another convict sentenced
cases in deadlock would have to be for a crime committed while he was a
presented again when a new associate justice minor. Across the nation, 31 inffiates in
14 states await the court's decision.
is appointed.
The tremendous concern over the high
David Lee, the O klahoma Assistant
court's latest appointment is partially due . Attorney General prosecuting Thompson,
to the volatile nature of these cases claims that upholding the jury's sentence
involving minors on the agenda in the of capital punishment is an . important
current session. Between now and April, deterrent for juveniles. Opponents on this
the court will decide about 150 of the 4000 issue claim that inflicting the death penalty
cases seeking review.
- _ . on juveniles is too unusual to act as a
O n the schedule are cases dealing with realistic deterrent.
a minute of silence in school, capital
Another case.before the Supreme-Court
punishment for minors, protecting children tests the protection of children when it
from obscene material, a defendant's right infringes on the rights of adults. The court
to confront a child alleging sexual moles- must decide if children should be protected
tation, censorship of a high school news- from exposure to obscene material in
paper, and limits for minors seeking Commonwealth of Virginia v. American
abortions.
Booksellers, Inc.. The Virginia law requires
In a case argued before the high court retailers to hide material with suggestive
early last month, Karcher v. May, the court. covers.
The U nited States District Court for the
will be faced with deciding the constitutionality of allowing a minute of silence Eastern District of Virginia upheld the
for private contemplation in public schools. constitutionality of the law, but the 4th
This New Jersey case follows a 1985
Circuit Court of Appeals held it to be illegal
in which the Court rejected the constitu- censorship. Public exhibition of the ci:>vers
tionality of an Alabama statute which called was seen by the court as guaranteed by

case

t he Constitution. A nti-po rnograp h y
groups and 20 states are in favor of the
law, claiming the economic advantages
enjoyed by publishers does not offset the
hari:n to children.
Another balance between protection of
children and the constitutional guarantees
of adults will be decided in O;y v. Iowa.
Does a defendant have the right under the
6th Amendment to face an accuser who
is a sexually abused child?
Supporters wish to allow children to
testify in molestation cases from behind
a one-way screen. This would make .a child
more comfortable and reduce discrepancies
. which often accompany live testimony in
the-presence of the defendant. Opponents
claim this relaxation of the constitutionally
guaranteed . right to confront the accuser
would have the opposite result as children
might not understand the gravity of their
participation.
In a twist on the free access consideration, Hazelwood School District v Kuhlmeier
explores the right of a high school principal
to censor articles in the school newspaper.
The 8th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that this censorship violated the Constitution's protection of free speech.
In H artigan v. Zbanaaz, a case that may
set the stage for further limitations on legal
abortions-, the Supreme Court will determine whether a minor must obtain the
permission of both of her parents at least
24 hours before terminating her pregnancy.
Proponents of limiting access to abortion
for minors hope to strengthen the family
by demanding that a girl seeking a~
abortion includ e- h er parents in the
decision. Opponents argue that the requirement would not help a teenage girl who
might be forced into becoming a natural
mother against her will. If the Court of
AppealS is overruled in Hartigan, many
states -will adopt this type of restriction.
Ad4itionally, a Supreme Court which is
sympathetic to a pro-life paint of view
m ight challenge Roe "· Wade, which
currently allows legal abortion for nonmedical reasons.
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Law clerk training of.fered for fi-rst year students
by Mark Norman

of work you would enjoy. Most of the
students worked for large firms, but a
couple of students were employed by
smaller ones. The advantage of clerking for
a smaller firm is that the work is more
substantive and you get to do a greater:
These progrclln.s were attended predom- variety of things. The benefits of a large
inantly by first year students. According firm are the many social events and the
to Placement Director Susan Benson, the better pay.
The students all agreed that it is
opportunities for first year students
locating summer clerk jobs have greatly important to maintain a friendly personincreased during the Jast couple of years. ality and attend the firm's social functions
This is especially true in the booming North in order tc get acquainted with the firm's
San Diego Cou,nty area, the third fastest members. Offers are extended to clerks
growing area• in the United States. "Any who do good work and are enjoyable to. ·
first year who spends a little time and energy be around. Also, you need to know if these
can find a summer clerk position," Benson are the people with whom you want to
work and be around during your career.
stated:
First year grades are crucial. Resumes
On October 21, the Placement Office
conducted a program in the Fletcher should be completed over the Winter
Reception Hall in which nine third year Break in order to be sent out at the
USO students told of their experiences as beginning of February. The Placement
summer law clerks. All of the students Office, located in Room 111, More Hall
valued the work experience they gained, contains listings of summer clerk positions.
and most received job offers upon gradua- The staff can help you in your employment
tion.
search during Spring Semester.
Working as a law clerk provides "hands
On the Saturday morning of November
on" experience and allows the opportunity 7, the Placei;nent Office co-sponsored with
to see if the firm's field of law is the type the USO Law Alumni Association the Law
So you want to be a .law clerk this
summer? Well, this article's for you.
Recently the USO Placement Office
sponsored two seminars on how to find
a clerkship and what a clerkship entails.

)

Amnesty on overdue fines

Clerk Training Program in the Grace
Courtroom. Five successful USO Law
Graduates conducted the seminar. This was
the fourth such training program in the last
two years, and one is planned for next
semester.
The alumni presented insight on ·various
matters, from research materials and
information resources, to the different
standards in drafting of pleadings. They also
discussed what sorts of interaction with
office p~rsonnel a law clerk can expect.

During the two-week period of
November 23 to December 4, amnesty on
library fines will prevail (reserve book fines
excepted). You may return any library
book, no matter how long you have held
it, with no fine and no questions asked:
Please , take advantage of the amnesty
period - two weeks only - to put books
back into the library for everyone's use. .

The advice given by the attorneys was
similar to that of the third year students:
don't be afraid to ask questions. Attorneys
realize that law clerks are still. learning. If
a law clerk is unsure of an assignment but
does not say anything, the attorney .will
assume the clerk understands and· will
expect an adequate draft of the assignment.
Remember, attorneys were clueless law
clerks themselves one day.
Working as a summer law clerk can be
a fantastic experience. You will broaden
your horizons and hopefully have some fun
as you prepare for your legal career. "The
law is a great vocation," stated alum Alan
Williams ('77), "and a hell of a way to
make money."

The USO Law Library will be undergoing major construction and renovation
during 1988. The project is aimed at
alleviating the lack of shelf and study space,
and inefficiency of the building's structure.
Student concern over the funding was
addressed by Dean Sheldon Krantz, who
said that money from students' tuitions will
not go toward the librax:y project. Plans
on how to run a law research center during
the renovation period are still in the
development stage, but both Dean Krantz
and Library Director Nancy Carol Carter
are working hard to assure that legal
research will be as convenient as possible.
Details of the project will be published
in the next Motions on Feb. 9.

Major work due on library
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The American [ xpress"' Card can get you
virtually evel)1hing from spectacles to
some pretty spectacular clothing. Everywhere from Sacramento to Shanghai.
So during college :md after, it's
t~e perfect way to.pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.

College is the first sign of success. And
because we believe in your potential, we ve
made it easier to get the American Express Card
right now. Whether you're a freshman. senior
or grad student. look into our new automatic
approval offers. For de!ails. pick up an application
on campusw call 1-800-THE-CAR.D and ask
for a student application.

'l11e American Express Card.
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Salaries up for law grads

7

Daily Struggle

Parking game isn't ·much fun

by Susan Benson
Between 1985 and 1986, very large firms by Jayne Vogler
Career Planning &. Placement
in New York and Boston increased salaries
Everyday, law students, as well as faculty
Many students have expressed interest by an average of 23 percent (from $49,030 and staff, must play the "Parking Game."
in salary and employment statistics of USD to $61,200). During that same period, very They must find a single parking space from
graduates. In the next few Motions issues large firms in Los Angeles, San Diego and amon'g the 3,313 spaces available on
I will provide employment statistics and San Francisco increased salaries by an campus. Sound simple? Then get ready to
discuss new trends in legal hiring and average of 14 percent (from $42,000 to play.
Some "Parking Game" rules are not
employment that may affect students' 50,000). By fall 1987, large California law
career decisions.
firm salaries averaged $53,000. Just difficult to understand. Winning the game
In Dec.ember of each year, USD's Career recently several very .large New York firms means finding a convenient place to park.
Planning & Placement Office participates, ~ounced that salaries for 1988 graduates Losing could mean a $25.00 ticket and/
along with most ABA law schools, in the , will be ~70,000. A few very larg.e Los or impoundment of your car. ·
What makes the game so challenging,
National Association for Law Placement Angeles firms have announced salaries for
(NALP) Salary and Employment Survey. 1988 graduates ~ll be apJ?roximately- however, is finding that ''convenient" space
while overcoming numerous obstacles.You
A computer scanned sheet is completed $66,000 when all stipends are included.
on every graduate and then sent to
At medium t? s~ll firms (two to 5~ · may only park where your permit is valid.
Columbia University's Statistical Sciences attorneys) salaries mcreased by approx1- Although a law student has the option of
Center for tabulaton. A summary report mately 8.8 percent between 1~~5 and parking in several lots, the area between
is then sent to participating schools. The 1986. Government attorney JX>Sltions at the law library and the law school (Serra/
Placement Office will complete the Class ~ocal, state an~ fe~e~l agenc1~ have not Law Lot) is definitely the prime choice.
of 1987 survey as soon as California bar increased salaries significantly in the PW?t. According to a recent Campus Security
results are released. The statistics below few years. The average agency salary is parking survey (Survey), the Serra/Law
Lot has a weekly average of only 1.6 spaces
have been taken from 1985 and 1986 approximately $26,000.
A rare find
NALP surveys.
·
. Summer cler~ing salaries h~ve also . available during the peak morning hours.
If you play the game with a full size car, After all, according to the Guide, purchasAs the following tables show, USD increased dramatically ov~r the past few
graduates have demonstrated remarkable · years. Summer 1987 salaries ranged from your chances of wµming are limited even ing a parking permit does not guarantee
e;o11.Sistency in the types of employment $5~5 ~r week at medium to small . further. You must also be aware that the a parking space.
To avoidbeing a "Parking Game" loser,
they obtain and also generally follow the Califorrua firms to $850 pe~ wee~ at large game is not played alone; The Rx:ation of
players
can stay in the game by parking
the
University
Center
a~acts
m~re
players
hiringpatternsoflawgraduatesnationwide. firms. Summer 1988 salaries will range
- including graduates, undergraduates, in an alternative lot. According to the
However, USD students do not apply for from $625 to $1100 per week_.
faculty, staff and visitors - to the game of Survey, the Sports Center lot, strategically
judicial clerkships with the frequency of
Private Practice by Firm She
searching the Serra/Law Lot for that located ten minutes walking distance from
students at other law schools, thus accountthe law school, has a weekly average of
"convenient" parking space.
1985 1986
ing for the difference between USD's Attorneys
types
of
25.40
spaces available during the peak
Campus
Security
issues
nine
30.1%
29.8%
2-10
percentage and the national percentage.
annual
permits
and
six
temporary
permits.
morning
.hours. While not the winning
16.0
14.4
11-25
The. majority of USO graduates" begin
Serra/Law Lot is availiible to four of the move, this option allows players to avoid
9.1
11.6
their legal careers in private practice. In 26-50
annual permit types as well as .all .six of the "Game's" consequences. · ·
. 4.7
5.3
1986, 20 percent of the approximately 51-100
the
temporary permit holders.
·
Once enrolled at U.S.D,, all students are
9.7
6.9
37,000 law graduates nationwide began loo+
Campus
Map
and
Parking
Guide"
"The
forced
to play the "Parking Game!'
70.2
67.4
TOTAL
·practice in small law firms with two to ten
(Guide)
states
that
you
are
responsible
for
Competitive
players arrive on campus
attorneys, and only 14 percent began
Average
Start
Salaries
early,
winning
the few "convenient" spaces
learning
the
rules
and
playing
by
them.
practice in large firms with more than 100
(California)
Ignorance
is
not
a
valid
excuse.
"Conveavailable.
Those
who choose not to
attorneys. The somewhat lavish recruiting
nient" parking is a privilege, not a right compete, must utilize the limited alternapractices and enormous salaries offered by Attorneys
1985
1986
very large firms overshadow the fact ·that 2-10
$28,200 $33,300 for the winners of the "Parking Game." tives to avoid losing the "Parking Game".
32,250 37,675
these firms represent only a s~ percen- .11-25
38,000 37,777
tage of legal employment opportunities. 26-50
37,500 41,555
Following is a breakdown of USD . grad- 51-100
41,200 49,000
uates in privat.e practice by size of firm.
101+
29,224 , 32,757
There have been .dramatic increases in National Average
Susan Benson will be leaving her
Visiting Professor Joanne Conaghan
(all firms)
law firm salaries during the past two years.
position as Director of Placement in is writing a paper on gender-specific
January 1988 to join the staff of an Aids protective legislation and the problem with
USD Grad\iates
Program at UCSD Medical School
equality. In addition, she has started a
reading group with students and faculty on
1985
1986
USO
National
USD
National
On October 9, Professor Robert feminist legal theory.
70.2%
64.2%
Private Practice
67.4%
60.4%
Fellmeth spoke to the U.S. Association
Professor Bert Lazerow has been
· Business & Industry
10.1 .
10.3
11.1
9.2
of Legal Assistants (Western Regional invited by the American Tax Institute to
Conference) on Regulation of Paralegals. co-teach with Professor Guy Gest of the
11.6
12.0
10.1
12.6
Government
He also gave a talk to the San Diego University of Paris XII, a week-long course
1.3
·3.3
.5
n/a
Public Interest
Lawyers'
Club on the subject of Attorney in Paris on U.S. Income Tax, to be given
5.6
12.5
Judicial c;lerkships
4.4
11.9
Discipline.
On November 2 he related the in French to a group of French lawyers
1.0
n/a
Academic
2.2
1.5
First
Progress
Report of the Bar Monitor.
and accmmtants.
0.0
n/a
4.5
n/a
Job Category Unidentified
r.
had
Adjunct Professor Maria Arroyo(n/a = not available)
Visiting Proiessor Ric r Sapphire Tabin ·has been named Chief of the
will 'have an article entitled "Shoring Up
Article III: Legislative Court Doctrine in- Criminal Complaint Section of the U.S.
Alumni Calendar of Events
the Post-CFTC v. SCHOR Era," published Attorney's Office. December 2
January 27
in January 1988 by the Boston University - Professor Roy Brooks' second book,
More Hall SocietyI Alcala Society Recep-· USO. Super Bowl Party
Law Review. The article was coauthored Civil Procedure Questions and Answers, will
Watch the Advocate for details!
tion
with Professor Michael Solimine of the be published in the spring of 1988 by
USD Trustee Steve Garvey
.
University of Cincinnati College of Law.
Spectra Publications. He has completed five
March 26
c~apters of .a new book on civil rights
For information, contact Lisa Gunther at Annual Alumni Dinner Dance, "Puttin'
Larry Alexander's forthcoming publi- theory. ·
(619) 260-4692
on the Writs"
cations include a book with Paul Horton
The University of Connecticut School
Class Reunions
on State Action due out in early 1988, of Law, Department of Philosophy, and
articles in the Florida and Wayne law Department of Political Science recently
Mark your calendar, and watch your mail!
-------------------------------------------•-------- :...; _____ , revie~s and in l.a_w and Philosophy. He has honored Brooks' scholarship and ideas. He
·
r organized and will moderate the AALS was in Connecticut for five days in
·
NOTICE TO LAW ALUMNI!!!
·
·
: Constitutional Law section meeting in November to participate in lectures and
1 Miami.
seminars devoted to his work and delivered
Have you missed r~ceiving W oolsack? The Editors and the Office of Alumni
a major address on his scholarship at the
Relations hope that you enjoy this, the second issue of Motions, formerly Woolsack.
Karla Simon is working on an outline Hartford Civic Center.
,
We believe that this publication is worthwhile reading, and contains information
for a USC Tax Institute talk for January
Hugh
Friedman
is
in
the
process
of
of interest to our alumnL If you _wish to continue receiving Motions (at no cost
1988, on "Current Developments in
to you), please fill out the information below, and return this coupon to: USD · Corporate Taxation" and is also writing completing his next update of his 2-volume
Law Alumni Office, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110.
a manuscript entitled "Making Tax Law: California Practice Guide-Corporations,
and has accepted an appointment by the
The Judicial Role:"
Senate Rules Committee to the California
Name
Virginia Nolan and Ed Ursin had an . Commission on Corporate Governance,
Business/Firm Name - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -article "Strict Tort Liability of Landlords: Shareholder Rights and Securities Transac·&;ck.I.er v. IRM Carp. in Context" in San tions.
Preferred Mailing Address - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - -- -- Diego Law Review's Tort Symposium. This
Professor Homer Kripke spoke twice
article is now schedi.iled to be reprinted at a semin~r on "Accountants' Liability"
City - -- - ' - - - - -- - -- -- - --State _ __ _ Zip _ _ __
by the California Trial Lawyers' Associ- for lawyers and accountants, held at New
Business Phone - -- - - -- - -- -- - - - - - -- -- - ation in a new publication that highlights York University Law~ School October 22important legal developments.
23.
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Doesn't .Charge Extra
For Its Extras?
DA-course
certain bar review
which c·h arges
...

an extra $95 to $225 ·
for its ''multistate
workshop.''
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Look for us
on campus soon
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Kaplan- SMlt Bar
·Review Services which includes a comprehensive Multistate .Ques- ·
tion Volume, 18 hours
of in-class Multistate
· Question analysis, , ~
-practice exams,.8.nd ·a
Diagnostic Analysis to .
identify stre~gths and
weaknesses, all woven
irito,an integrated review
course at no _
.
extra charge.
'
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' ·

Ask The Right Questions,
. Get The Right Answers.
Seeyour Campus_Rep,orcatl:
STANllYH.

KAPIAN-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188
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'81 USO alumna focuses on lawyers public images

by Katy Blanck
first. We did, and it definitely payed off,"
You can't wait to get out of law school, she said. The firm has no plans of expanding
right? You envision free time for socializing, their practice yet. Things have been going
vacations and spending money since so well for them that their "long-range goals
casebooks, papers and finals will all be a are just to continue," she said.
Although Mulligan endorses the freedisturbed part of your past. Jan Mulligan,
USD B.A. '78 and USD J.Q. '81, expected dom of being her own boss, she dbesn't
to experience some of this illusive concept recommend that graduates open a firm
called free time after she graduated, too.
straight out of law school. She found the
However, life after law school didn't experienceof firstworkingatanestablished
·quite turn out that way for Mulligan. firm essential to the success of her career.
Between opening a law firm just two years By taking this route, a lawyer right out of
out of school, serving on the USD Law - school can use the firm's resources to his
School and Undergraduate alumni Board or her advantage. This enables a person
, of Directors as well as on two California to build-up a client base, have the benefit
State Bar Association committees ~nd of a mentor's advice and "Make miStakes
participating in a variety of other activities, at the firm's expense, so to speak," she
her life is more full of action than ever said.
before.
For a person interested specifically in
Immediately after law school, _Mulligan personal injury work, Mulligan suggests
· went to work for a local firm, where she working for an insurance company, in any
stayed for two years. In order to leave the capacity, during the summer or part-time.
constraining world of office politics behind "It's always advantageous to learn the ropes
her, Mulligan and two of her law school of the people you are suing," she said. She
classmates, Cynthia Ezell and Patricia Sayer, also-recommends taking the USD courses
furthered their idealistic goals of becogiing relevant to personal injury work and getting
their own bosses by starting their own firm, the best evidence professor possible.
.
, Mulligan, Ezell & Sayer. 'The firm handles
In addition, Mulligan believes that Moot
plaintiffs' personal injury, medical malprac- Court experience is invaluable. One of her
rice, insurance bad faith and wrongful partners and 'she participated in _Moot
termination cases.
' Court·together at USD and won several
These USD graduates found that getting · competitions and even qualified for the
~ accustomed to the irregularity of their national team. She said it was one of the
paychecks was the hardest thing a,bout best things she did in law school to prepare
starting their own practice. "It was a roller her for pei:sonal injury work, since personal
coaster at first. We'd get a whole bunch injury lawyers find themselves /in the
of checks in and we'd say 'Let's go out courtroom so much. "It taught me to think
and spend it all,' and then we wouldn't on my fc;et;· shoot from the hip' and really
- see any checks for weeks,'' she saiQ..
argue," sh~ said.
·
·
Although Mulligan finds personal injury
work satisfying; she.is bothered by public
misconceptions about her field of specialty.
Today, success has painted a different "People don't see personai injury lawyers
scenario for Mulligan and her partners. as consumer advocates representing vic"We_quickly found out we could make tims.They mistakingly see us as ambu:lancethe same amount of money, if not more, chasers that are out there to raise insurance
on our own, but we had to take the risk premiums,'' she said.

'had to take the risk'

'Right to die'moral issue- for~ docs

However, Mtilligan experiences the effect
of the public image problem mainly because
she is a lawyer, not just because of her
specialty. "When I graduated from law
school, I was so proud to be a lawyer. I
couldn't wait for somebody to ask me what
I did so I could say, 'I'm a lawyer.' I soon
discovered I would get so much grief about
being a lawyer 'that I naively thought it
would be beneficial to try to improve the
images oflawyers,'' she Said.

It was earned by a lot of hard work on
the part of the administration and faculty."
While Mulligan works to further the
school's reputation, it's important for USD
law students to enhance their personal
reputations. Mulligan says it is imperative
to cultivate the relationships mad~ at USD,
for professional and personal reasons. This
advice certainly paid off for Mulligan since
both of her law partners are USD law
,s chool graduates. Mtilligan met her husband, a -USD law school graduate, in the
law library. Her partne~s are married to
USD law school graduates as well. This
tight network of USD alumni is pre>of
positive of the importance of maintaining
USD relationships for personal reasons.
It is wise to do this for professional
reasons too. A majority of Mulligan's cases
come froin referrals made by the people
she went to law school with. This came
as ·a surprise to her because, she says, "I
never expected the people I shared a beer
With on Friday afternoons to be my future
colleagues.'' For this reason, it is crucial
to consider the Image a person projec~ to
their classmates. "If you cut class to watch
M*A*S*H* or something, people will
always think of you as the type of person
who does that kind of thing," she said.
There is no doubt that Mulligan's
colleagues think ofher as the fype of person
who has achieved success with her law
practice, professional activities and personal life. Mtilligan does have a successful
personal life too, although it seems as if
it would be in}possible to fit one in with
all of her other activities. Mulligan is
expecting a child just after the first of the
year. However, she and her husband both
expect to keep full caseloads since both
of their careers are in full swing.

Jan Mulligan
Mulligan has taken some agressive actionto initiate an image rehaul for lawyers. She
chairs the California State Bar Association's
Committee on Lawyer Referral Services
and serves on the Bar's Public Affairs
Committee, its public relations arm. These
committees actively try to change the
profession's public image through advertising and sponsoring community events.
Mulligan has participated in these events
which inclu4e free speaker's bureaus and
practical classes about law which edueate
the public on the lawyer's role in society.
Although Mulligan sees some progress, she
says that she is "just becoming more cynical
about the feasibility" of an across-theHer husband handles insurance company
board image change for lawyers.
In addition to her' work with the State defense work so he is on the opposite side
Bar and her efforts to change the image ~f the legal fence. Consequently, they
of her profession, Mulligan works hard as bounce off each other, each learning about
a member of the Alumni Board of Directors possible ways to improve their skills from
to expand the image of USD law school. a theoretical adversary. "It figures he'd be ,
Her first term expires this March, but she on the other side because when we were
will probably stay on the Board for at least ,in law school, we didn't agree on anything,''
a second term.
Mulligan said.
Mulligan said that the Board's greatest
Although Mtilligan has seen nothing but
successes have been with their alumni success in her career, she says some of her .
networking. ·The Board persuades alumni former law school classmates hate their jobs
to come back and visit USD, renewing their and consequently their lives. She believes ·
interest and enthusiasm for the law school. that it's not that hard to avoid this dilema
Consequently, this directly results in higher as long as a person doesn't settle for
·
placement rates .for USD law students in unhappiness in their job.
firms wth USD alumni and indirectly
"Once you decide on an area of law
results in some alumni contributions for you'd be happy with, you just have to be
the law school.
creative enough •and qave enough energy
The Board's hard work to further to go out and find a way to become as
enhance the kw school's image must be successful as you want to be,'' she said.
paying off, for Mulligan has seen the Mulligan did just that and she found out
school's reputation grow in stature among that life after law school didn't offer her
her colleagues in the past few years. She much free time, but it offered her opporsaid; "The law school's reputation is better t\Jllities for a variety of professional and
in the community, and it. deserves to be. personal accomplishments inst~d.

'have·to be creative'

(Continued from page 5)
measures. Of the estimated 10,000 patients
panel, has gained nation-wide attention being kept alive in a persi.Stent vegetative
from his advocacy for the right to die. Scott, state, only about ten percent have ·living
a medical doctor and attorney in California, wills. This device, authorized by the Keene
- sparked national debate in a series of court H.ealth Care Agent Act, 'gives the durable
battles in which he represented Elizabeth power of attorney to an agent designated
Bouvia's right to-discontinue the forced- , by the individual. In the event that the
feeding of her doctor.
individual is later incapable of making
Bouvia, a quadriplegic victim of cerebral health care decisions, the living will ensures
palsy and degenerative arthritis made ·the that the desires of the individual will be
decision to die after years of suffering the enforced.
-So much of this controversy i:evolves
incredible pain and hoplesseness of her
condition. Calmly stated and repeatedly around_ the lack of documentation of a
asserted, Bouvia had resolved to die at the patient's ~hes, and the living will givt:S,
age of twenty-eight. In a prepared statement the. Clarity and evidence necessary. to
made during one of her trials, Bouvia said; compel a court· to honor an individual's
"My belief is that all people, whether or wishes. Unfortunately, the expressions of
not disabled, should be free to determine family members are often Mt enough in
their own future-personally, privately, the absence of written documentation. The
and individually." The courtroom drama living will may be the oniy solution to the
continues for Bouvia, still alive somewhere obstacles which confront the decision to
in California, quite against her will.
discontinue heroic measures.
The debate closed with .·a few discourScott brought the issue closer to home
last year when he represented the daughter aging words from Lucy Kilea, a California
of Anna Hirth in San Diego. Hirth, a ninty"'. assemblvwoman. She stated that although
The law school has a new and progressive
t\vo 'year old woman who was render.e d she expects heated debate in the legislature
almost completely comatose, was kept alive this year, she also doubts that this issue student group just forming on the USD
·through the nasogastric tube. The doctor will be resolved in the near future. Public campus called the More Hall Public Interest
refused to remove the tube, despite the opinion has become overwhelming and Law Foundation (More Hall Foundation).
insistence of Hirth's daughter and close pressure will be exerted on the legislature The Foundation is a chapter of the National
relatives that Hirth had always been to reach some definite concltisions. How- Association of Public Interest Law based
energetic and would never have wanted to ever, public opinion stands as divided as in Washington, D.C.
be kept alive artificially. In March of this the debate panel on the controversy.
The More Hall Foundation's goal is to
year, a Superior Court judge ordered the
Killea indicate.cl that a common ground provide funding for students seeking public
tube removed. However, the victory for decision-making has yet to be found interest law summer internships. The high
seemed empty because Hirth 's doctor and that the legislative debate promises to cost of law school deters many students
refused to comply with the court order. be emotionally charged, but inconclusive.
from choosing careers in the public interest.
likewise other local doctors refused to · Like abortion, the right to die has become If money is the cause of the students'
comply,' squinting in the glare of a something of an ethical and moral "hot
hesitancy, then maybe m?ney could be the
floodlight on national public attention. potato", tossed and swatted about the walls answer too.
Finally, Hirth was moved to an undisclosed of the legislature before dropping in the
The foundation hopes to receive its
facility outside of San Diego County where trash can.
her right to die was honored.
Undeniably, law, medicine, health care, funding from other law sttidents who do
One solution: th e livin g will
and politics make the strangest of bedfel- receive -high paying jobs. If law students
Scott stated that the case law is moving lows. However, the bed which is made is could donate one day of thei.r summer pay
in one' direction- towards upholding the one we all may have to, sleep in, and for or 1 percent of their summer salary to the
right of each individual to refuse heroic some of us, what a long sleep it will be.
foundation, many other law students will

Foundation funds internships·

\

be able to accept jobs with public interest
law orgallizations.
Law students funding other law students?
Can it really work? Currently, there are
26 law schools with similar programs across
the country, including Hastings, UC Davis;
UCLA and LOyola. The USD pledge drive
will kick off next spring semester.
Students who are interested in working
for a public interest law organization must ·
· first find a job with such an organization
and attempt to obtain funding from them.
If the organization cannot pay the student
a reasonable summer salary, the foundation
will attempt to supplement their income.
The number of internships which are
funded "7ill depend on the amount of
money raised during the pledge drive.
The More Hall Foundation has a mail
box in the bottom floor of the law school.
Interested students are needed to help with
the pledge drive.

Looking back at USO Law School
by Starr Lee
Editor
The W oolsack was retired this year after
21 years as USD's Law School newspaper.
Throughout the years, it has recounted the
issues-, culture, and , sometimes unique
interests of t~ times.' So, as told by a
departing friend, The .Woolsack presents
a brief look at USO School of Law, 1965
to 1986.
1966
October-A $2,5PQ.check waS' presented
to the Law Library t,q ipcrease its collection
from 35 000 to 65,000 books. This check
bought Z50 boOks for the library.
·
December-1963 USO Law school graduate Victor Bianchini was awarded the
Bronze Star with Combat for meritorious
service in his position as defense c;ounsel
for 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing in Vietnam.
Bianchini entered hostile fire zones to make
payments to Vietnamese civilian5 who ~a?
been injured by combat as. part of C1vtl
Affairs program.
December 1967-The Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council (LSCRRC)
sent 64 law students to Mississippi to
explain law to black voters, most of whom
were. casting ballots there for the first time.
December 1968-The Law Wives group
held a make-up and wigs party at More
Hall. -Senior Digest 1968-Law School
seniors photos and biographies in this book
included their age, marital status, and draft
classification.
1969
.
February-The faculty voted to repeal the
former dress rules which required students
to wear coats and ties to class. The new
standard of "clean and neat" will not affect
the current library dress standards of sports
shirts slacks, shoes and socks. AprilEvell~ Younger, prosecutor -of Sirhan B..
Sirhan for the assasination of Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy, spoke on April 25 on "Are
We Winning the War on Crime?"
October-A bill was sent to the California
legislature that would allow law ·students
to practice in any California court and
under supervision prepare briefs and othe.r
documents to be filed in California
appellate courts. November-Tuition at
the .Law School will increase from $600
to $7 50 per semester next year.
1970
April-San Francisco attorney Melvin
Belli hired second year student, Sandy
Shapery, as a summer law clerk.
September-Eight out of the 23,994
students that took the LSAT this year
achieved a perfect score of 1600, and o~e
Katherine Linney, enrolled at USO this fall.
1971
·February-Selective Service National
Director forecast that the national draft
lottery number will once again be 195 i.n
1971.
1972
December-A proposal for more law class
space would move the Law Library from
the third floor of More Hall to the former
Knights of Columbus Library. A wing
would then be added to the west side of
the library and the School of Law would
vacate More Hall.
October 1973-Letter to Editor-"ln
1981, Gov. Ronald Reagan declared
"Taxes should hurt." Reagan paid no taxes
that year. Now he has devised a tax scheme
designed to provide "'same tax relief to his
freinds of great wealth, Proposition One."
October 1974-Dicta, the San Diego
County Bar Association publication, was
criticized for its "Dicta girls" that appeared
in the centerfold of each issue . . . "Poetry
Comer" was initiated in this issue to
expand The W oolsack's literary appeal.
1975
April-Law School Dean Weckstein
.opposed the sale of Cal W estem Law
School to the state of California to be taken
over by Hastings School of Law.
October-The Women's Legal Center of
San Diego opened October 4 ... Jane
Fonda was barred frotn speaking at USO
during Women's Week because of fear she
would bring up political issues.
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"Judge Rollins
has yet to have
a decision
reversed"

1976
March-The Marvin-Kratter Law Library
was dedicated. September-The USO · Apr. 4, 1979
Legal Clinic program celebrated its sixth .
year, and now offers nine clinics.
1977
September-Tuition is expected to go up
to $3,400 next year .. .
October-Copies at Kinko's were 3.5
cents each ... On Oct. 1, during a speech
at Camino Hall, former governor Ronald
Reagan blamed many of America's ills on
excessive governmental regulation.
November-The Grace Courtroom was
dedi~ated by the Supreme Court of
California's Chief Justice Rose Bird. In
"pink ruffles and ribbons" she presided
over three actual cases in the courtroom.
1978
September-Greenpeace opened its San
Diego office this month. The organization
will be focusing on the Save the Whale
cause and stopping the killing of harp seal
pups. October-Ralph Nader, consumer
advocate, while on one of his frequent stops
at USO, said the PSA mid-air collision over
San Diego was inevitable because of February-USO Prof. Edwin Meese was 1987Lindbergh Field's location and the failure selected by President Reagan to succeed January-The $11 million Univeristy
of the FM to require more advanced William French as U.S. Attorney General. Center opened its door to students 1~
collision avoidance systems.
1985
years after the groundbreaking in July 1985.
November-At a recent SDTLA dinner, October-Sobriety checkpoints were
The Woolsack's history collection can
Dr. Donald Foster offered tips for attorneys ruled unconstitutional by Fourth District be found at Kratter Library, in the
on applying hypnotic techniques on Court of Appeals in Santa Ana ... Journal Technical Services office, and in the
witnesses, jurists and themselves. .
of Contemporary Legal Issues to commence Motions-office, UC, Room 114a.
March 1979-The Law Review. Bolµ-d nextspnng.
·
voted to limit candidates to first year-·
students in the top five percent of the class,
or who qualify in the writing competition.
Previously, students in the top 10 percent ~·
were admitted, and there were several
writing competitions for candidacy.
1980
.
October-Proposition 10 applauded by
many students. Its passing would require
pulic places to have designated nonsmoking sections.
1981
January-USO puts Lexis on its 198182 budget. March-Law School tuition
almost hits $5,000 for two semesters
($4,980). September-USO Law Review
was cited in the U.S. Supreme Court case
of Mobile vs. Bolden ( 1980). NovemberThe Toxic Waste Symposium was held at
USO to update lawyers and students of
·the legal aspects of the young field.
1982
February-"June will mark either the
passing or the passage of the ERA. And
if not passed, the world's oldest Constitution will still not provide equality of
rights to all regardless of sex." AprilPlans are underway to renovate More Hall
Any Tuxedo Rental
classes with tiered seating. November4,500 parking permits were issued to
with this ad or student ID
students; total number of parking spaces
is 2,448.
1983
September-Westlaw to be ad\ied at the_Law Library ... Male students are agaih
required to register with the Selective
Service if they want to receive federal funds
for school.
1984
.
January-Plans for development of $9
million University Center were announced.

Barriste~'s

Ball

-DANCE
SPECIAL

$700
off

ALL IS FORGIVEN
The Law Library announces an
amnesty on overdue book fines
(current reserve excepted).
Return your overdue
books before' Dec. 4.
No fine. No questions asked.
No matter how long
you've had the book.

Biggest Selection
.Christia~ Dior, Bill Blass, PierTe Cardin , Dynasty,
Miami Vice, A~ Six,. Lordwest, Robert Wagner.

glngiss formalwear cen~ers
Worlds largest formalwear renter

Mission Valley Center

. Plaza Bonita Mall

294-3008

267-1590

(Between May Co. and Sacks Fifth Ave)

(Upper level next to May Co)
National City

San Diego

Pla%a Camino Real
(Lower level next to Sears)

434;.3368
Carlsbad
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Professor Walter Raushenbush offers legal experience and heritage
by M ike Still .
The real property section of the MBE,
Past President of the Law School Raushenbush noted, involves thirty mulAdmission Council, co-author of the lastest tiple choice questions formatted to require
standard work on Wisconsin real estate takers to critically examine a set of facts.
law, and a stint as an Air Force attorney, While Raushenbush acknowledges that
are just part of the 34 years of legal thirty multiple choice questions can't prove
experiences of Walter B. Raushenbush. too much, he feels that takers who pass
Raushenbush, a professor of law at the this section of the MBE likely know their
U niversity of Wisconsin School of Law property basics pretty well. Raushenbush
in Madison , Wisconsin , is a visiting notes that he now has more confidence in
professor at U SO Law School this year.
the MBE after seeing how it works. To
Raushenbush chose to spend a year at ease students' fears of the real property
USO because of the reputation of the Law section of the MBE, Raushenbush said,
School and because of the enthusiasm and "Students who have taken
first-year
helpful support of other professors at USO property course and who have worked hard
Law School whom Raushenbush knew will see that the questions in the MBE cover
personally before coming to USO.
familiar ground."
Raushenbush is currently teaching two
Another major "co-curricular do" for
sections of the first-year property course, Raushenbush has been his involvement
something he has not taught since 1984. with the Law School Admission Council,
He normally teaches real estate and vendor- familiar to everyone who has ever applied
purchaser courses at the University of to a law school. The LSAC is an organWisonsin. At the heart of such real estate ization of law schools in the U.S. and
courses is the understanding of basic Canada which owns and runs the LSAT,
property law. _
and the admissions services based -around
Raushenbush grew up in Madison, the LSAT.
Wisconsin, and attended Harvard College
From 1967 to 1979, Raushenbush was
and the University of Wisconsin School a member and chairman of various LSAC
ot Law. After law school, he was an Air committees as well as a member of the
Force lawyer for three years and was active Board of Trustees. Then from 1979 to
in the Air Force Reserve for 20 years.
1982, he served a two-year term as
Raushenbush found Air Force practice President Elect, then President of the
very challenging and r"ewarding, as he was Council. After a -year as Past President,
given legal responsibilities fast. While based Raushenbusch was named Secretary of the
-- in--Texas'for a year -and Germany' for two Board of Trustees and the corporation.
With regard to the recent rise in the
years, Raushenbush gained trial experience
'whiie handling court martial proceedings. number of law school applicants, of which
He_found the military to_be "gOOdlawyers' USO is exemplary by its largest ever
work" and states "the military is there and entering class this year, Raushenbush states
;_ thev need good legal advice." Reserve status that he doesn't know why law school
required Raushenbush to go to a legal office applications have increased. He notes that
• at a base in the U .S. for two to three days there seems to be a sharp increase nationally
at a time on several occasions plus two - for the current application year. But as·-the
weeks of active duty a year. Raushenbush number of future applications, Raushenwas a Colonel by the time he switched to bush, feels that it is "hard to say where
the inactive reserve.
they're going." Applications to law schools
Foilowing his three years expe'rience as started to level off by 197_9 and 1980, and
an Air Force lawyer, Raushenbush returned then took a definite downturn -from 1983
to his hometown of Madison, Wisconsin, through 1986. The overall reduction in
and entered private practice. In 1958, after application volume during that period was
two years as a private general practitioner, dose to 15 percent; some law schools hit
Raushenbush joined the University of the hardest suffered application drops of
Wisconsin Law School faculty. ·
20 percent and more. '
While teaching property and real estate
A drop in law school applications affects
courses at the University of Wisonsin a law school in many ways, Raushenbush
School of Law, Raushenbush authored and noted. The quality of the entering class may
co-authored various property related legal drop sharply, which ultimately affects bar
works. In 1975, he wrote the revised third exam results when that class takes the bar.
edition of "Brown On Personal Property" A law school could cut class size in order
originally authored by professor Ray to remedy this problem, but that of course
Brown, a former University of Wisconsin would mean that the law school's budget
professor. That work took Raushenbush -goes down, which many law schools are
about five years to accomplish. He was also unable and / or unwilling to accept.
State schools are, of course, less tuition
the draftsman and research reporter for a
full-scale revision of the \X/isconsin law on dependent than private schools and thus
construction and mechanics lien. His most have more flexibility in this area. Priva-t e
recent literary accomplishment has been to law schools, if they start taking all
co-author the 11test standard work on applicants, will eventually have difficulties
Wisonsin real estate law, appropriately with accreditation. Raushenbush feels that
entitled "Wisconsin Real Estate Law."
these are very interesting and tough
Another involvement for Raushenbush problems which all law schools must face
has been his participation on the Multi- in various ways, except perhaps for a
state Bar Examination Real Property fortunate few schools which may not
Drafting Committee. Each substantive experience a downturn in applications.
section of the MBE has a drafting comRaushenbush comes from a heritage that
mittee ofattorneys and law professors that already had made an impact on the legal
drafts and critiques questions that go into profession. His maternal grandfather was
the MBE. This activity involves a couple the late U .S. Supreme Court Justice Louis
of meetings a year to create ·one-seventh D. Brandeis. Although Brandeis was in his
of the MBE.
seventies when Raushenbush was born and

a

To:
All those with warm hearts!
Celebrate your Christmas spirit by sharing a gift
with a child who will have very little for Christmas.
Bring a wrapped gift to the Graduate and Law
Campus Ministry Office
Rm. 239.
* Please tag your gift for a girl or boy and state
the age the gift is suited for.
* We will be collecting gifts from Nov. 23 through
Dec. 13.
Thank You! Questions: ext. 4485 Sister Carlotta
OiLorenzo, CSJ.

u.c:

died in 1941 when Raushenbush was only
13, Raushenbush still has fond memories
of his grandfather.
Brandeis owned a summer house on
Cape Cod to which he would retreat as
soon as the Supreme Court adjourned in
June and stay there until Labor Day.
Raushenbush would go there for the
summer with his mother (Brandeis'
daughter), with his father, there part of the
time. Raushenbush grew up as a kid at the
summer house and spent a lot of time with
his grandfather during those summers.

label Brandeis, "if labels have any value,"
as a liberal, appointed by President Wilson,
but doesn't know if his grandfather would
be considered a liberal now. Opposition
to Brandeis' appointment came from
people who thought he would be too liberal
on the Supreme Court. Brandeis, along
with Holmes, often joined together in the
dissent from a conservative majority.
Brandeis had an extremely strong
orientation toward the facts and how they
might affect a constitutional issue, Raushenbush said. Most students of the law
have heard of the "Brandeis Brief," which
was named after Raushenbush's grandfather. Brandeis wrote briefs supporting
early social welfare legislation to show that
the legislature was reasonable in setting up
•
a social welfare program. The briefs
contained a substantial amount of data and
were designed to get at the underlying
reasons for the action that the legislature
had taken.
Raushenbush enjoys teaching at USO
and is pleased with the students, whom
he finds friendly and well prepared for class.
He says that the University of Wisconsin
School of Law has a few more highly
qualified students, but that overall the
students at both schools are very similar.
He is also very impressed with the faculty
at USO, which he says is a very lively and
Prof. Walter B. Raushenbush
friendly group, doing some very serious and
Raushenbush remembers his grandfather interesting research work. Raushenbush
as a very nice man, a gentleman, who notes that the reputation of the USO Law
listened to what the young Raushenbush School is spreading not only in California
had to say and took it seriously. The family but across the nation as well, but still feels ·'
always ate together, and thus Raushenbush . that the reputation is a little behind the
was exposed to lively dinner conversations reality. He said that the faculty at other
with distinguished guests like Supreme law schools across the nation _realize that
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. This the faculty at USO Law School is good,
created in Raushenbush a greater interest they utilize some interesting teaching
and awareness of public issues than he methods and has excellent programs
might have had at another table.
abroad. Overall, Raushenbush said "good
In 'describing his grandfather's legal and things go on here at USO. There is alot
political orientation, Raushenbush would to enjoy about this law school."

Reagan's pet issue turns to bite him

(Continued from page 3)
About one week after his nomination,
Ginsburg publicly admitted, pursuant to
news reports, that he had used marijuana
"once as a college student in the '60s, and
then on a few occasions in the '70s." Shock
waves arose from the right wing. Pot, the
cosmic equivalent of the martini among
'60s radicals and other dangerous elements
of the "youth culture", had reared its fuzzy
head among the chosen.
Reagan and Meese must have been
looking for a hole to crawl into (or, if I
were William F. Buckley, "a hole into
which to crawl"). Reagan a,bandoned his
hard-line drug soapbox to mumble something to the effect that, weellll, look on the
bright side, Ginsburg wasn't an addict demonstrating R eagan's encyclopedic
knowledge about drugs.
Meese also took five from his law and
order stance to respond that it would be
difficult to find anyone of Ginsburg's age
group who hadn't tried pot. Thus, the
administration's hard line against drugs
began to waver, in the face of very weird
political circumstances.
Meanwhile, the reactions of other
politicians ranged from confusion to
curiosity to indifference. Most senators
expressed concern and a desire to learn
whether the issue was one of "youthful
indiscretion" or something less ·forgivable.
Conservative senators · like Strom Thurmond, faced with the prospect of eating
their young, seemed genuinely dismayed.
Other senators, such as Joe "Skip the
Footnotes" Biden, immediately dismissed
Ginsburg's past pot-smoking as irrelevant
to his qualifications for the Court.
Democractic Presidential hopefuls Bruce
Babbitt and Albert Gore were quick to
admit smoking pot years ago, attempting
a preemptive strike at a p otentially
embarrassing encounter with "The Character Issue." Other politicians, like Paul
Simon, were fortunate to find themselves
on the good side of a bad i$ue simply by

being born earlier.
One' result of both the Bork and the
Ginsburg nominations was that they
"politicized" the Supreme Court nomination process. Do you believe it?! Yup, for
200 years before Bork it was apolitical.
Now they've gone and politicized it. I hat.e
it when that happens! _
Another result, as my co-editor discusses, is that The Character Issue in
American politics today has reached new
heights - or new depths. Perhaps Walter
Mondale's portrayal of himself in 1984 as
the candidate who "dares to be cautious"
was not as absurd as it seemed. It may have
merely been four years too eariy. (Then
again, Mondale was also the person who
left us with that other gem of wisdom, "l
am what I am." Fortunately for Mondale,
Popeye the Sailor didn't object to being
quoted without credit, and Mondale
escaped Biden's fate.)
But was Ginsburg's downfall really based
on an issue of "character"? Perhaps to the
rabid, holier-than-thou extreme right,
G insburg's pot-smoking reflected a fatal
character flaw. But I think that most people,
even the most conservative senators, saw
the issue as one of appearance, rather than
character.
Aside from the drug issue, I believe that
Ginsburg was not one of the more highly
qualified candidates-whom Reagan reasonably could be expected to have chosen.
What now? It looks like Ed Meese,
though no doubt still foaming at the mouth,
has been put on a leash temporarily. He
and others will have to be content with
the merely " con servative" Anth ony
Kenned¥ of the 9th Circuit, as opposed
to an ideologically pre programmed Justice.
By the time this piece appears Kennedy
may be well on his way to being confirmed.
In the meantime, who cares if they bring
roller derby back to television?! I'd rather
watch politics!
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_Bar·exam success linked to school performance, study shows
by Lesley Clement
SBA President
Why did you come to law school? Was
it because you wanted to be a lawyer, and
law school is the means by which one
becomes lice~d to ·practice law? If this
statement relates why ·you chose to come
to law school, consider the accompanying
statistical breakdown, in deciles, of the
1986 graduating class of USO School of
Law who passe_d the California Bar
Examination the first time.
I cite thes,e statistics directly from the
annual memorandum prepared by the
Admissions office for the Dean and law
faculty, which was made available to me
at the last faculty meeting on November
13. The focus of ,this faculty meeting was
the Bar Improvement Committee's report·
and its recommendations for improving the
.Bar performance of our law students.
The recommendations were made upon
Kelly Salt's exhaustive . study of the
California Bar Exam, the composition of
the student body, methods of improving
the student performance, and the passage
rate of th~ 15 other accredited California
law schools. Salt and the Bar Improvement
Cqmmittee, headed by Professor Robert
Fellmcth, should be commended on the
excellent presentation they made to the
faculty. The following are the educational
measures in recommendation form pr~
ented for faculty approval:
1. Training Programs To Improve
Qµestion Answering Skills
The Committee recommends the ado~
tion of the Salt Alternative II (limited)

The Committee recommends that any
student who is in the bottom 20 percent
Percentage of Graduates Passing The Bar
group who scores below a 72 on any
required first year course or Constitutionl
DAY %
EVE %
ALL %
Law, must retake that course and must
achieve at least a 75 before credit will be
First decile
13/ 13 100
818 100 21121 100
conferred. For grade point purposes, the
Second decile
21121 100
1/2 50 22/23 96
student shall receive i::he average score of
Third decile
19/2 1 90
112 50 20/23 87
those received for the course.
Fourth decile
14120 70
1/ 4 25 15/24 63
The Committee recommends that the
Fifth decile
8/ 13 62
215 40 10/ 18 56
letter of warning to those students in the
Sixth decile
15/ 22 68
012
0 15/ 24 63
bottom 20 percent and the subsequent
Seventh decile
13/21 62
013
0 13/24 54
conference also include a description of the
Eighth decile
4/ 18 22
015
0
4123 17
expenses and time of study involved in Bar
Ninth decile
012
4/ 19 21
0
4121 19
review and that passage will require that
Tenth decile
2/19 11
013
0
2/22 11
commitment, in addition to the other
proposal far a course to be made available examination of a model answer, or an measures recommended.
to third year students beginning in the Spring
answer which achieved a notably high
{\fter spending one hour discussing the
semester of the rurrent year. The course would score.
semantics of the recommendations and
be required for all students in the bottom
what measureable effects they would have ·
3. Targeted. Programs
half of the class at the end of the second
on this student body, and where the money
The Committee recommends that a
year and optional for all others. The .
for the program would come from, the
Committee also recommends securing for special notification letter be sent to every faculty voted to sever the second sentence
pay, if possible, several lectures for final student who is in the bottom 20 percent of the first cited recommendation from the
year students by those who have recently of the class after the conclusion of the first first sentence, and tabled the remainder.
year of examinations, and that the letter The faculty will meet again in December
graded Bar exams as to common errors.
be reissued every semester to those who to determine the fate of this program.
2. Feedback and Midterms
remain in that group and inform the student
I know only too well that the timing
The Committee recommends that all of his or her class standing. It should require
of
these recommendations is poor, considfirst year instructors be required to give that the student contact the Assistant Dean
.
ering
fall examinations and papers will be
midterms as well as final examinations, and for Student Affairs immediately to review:
that they count for an announced percen- examination performance, job interference, upon us within two weeks. However, your
feedback to myself, members of the
tage of the grade for that semester.
-personal problems, possible reading or Student Bar Association, and in particular,
The Committee recommends that mid- other. handicaps, other explanations for your professors is what is needed to pass
terms be returned to students with the poor performance, the availability of these recommendations. Remember only
incorrect answers marked (for ari objective tutorials, financial assistance and other 20 percent or 50 students can be in the
test) and with the instructor's comments programs, and to orally explain current Bar top 20 percent of any class, and as I recall
(for an essay test). The Committee also passage rates applicable to his or her we are all paying $8,600 a year to become
standing.
recommends the circulation after every
lawyers.

Mediation an alternative to trials.
~

by Mel Epley
Managin g Editor
The traditional role of an attorney is to
resolve disputes by adhering to the law of
the land as efilacted by the Legislature and
interpreted by the courts. This procedure
· involves lots of time, money, and knowledge of the law and the court procedures.
Going to court to resolve an issue such
as a neighbor's dog being too noisy can
be more of a hassle than it's worth. That's
where community mediation come in.
Community Mediation began as a pilot
project of the University of San Diego Law
Center in 1983. At first there were about
10 active mediators, working out of two
small centers in San Diego's Golden Hills
and Mira Mesa/Scripps Ranch neighborhoods.
Today the Community Mediation Program serves the entire San Diego Community through nine sites city-wide with more
than 100 mediators helping · to resolve
disputes from Ocean Beach to East San
Diego, Mira Mesa to Golden Hills. These

Wanted
Write rs,, Idea People
Photographers,, Artists
Motions is your law school

newspaper and can be a
great way to communicate
with your fellow students.
Letters to the editor
articles a nd ideas are va lued
by the Motions staff. Submissions can be made in the
Motions mailboxes on the
first floor or faculty mailroom, a nd at the Motions
office in the University Center, Rm: 114a, extension 4343.
"'

mediators are members of the community,
businessmen, housewives, students and
attorneys.
Offered as a public service, mediation
is a free, confidential, voluntary process in
which disputing parties meet with trained
volunteer mediators who assist them in
reaching their own agreements. Community mediation helps to resolve disputes
between neighbors, friends, family
members, youths, businesses, landlords
and tenants, merchants and consumers, and
employees and employers.
Mediation- is not based on any power
of enforcement, but rather on the inherent
desire of people to work out their problems
without an outside party telling them what
to do. The parties to the dispute meet with
a trained neutral third party at a time
convenient for both parties. The mediator
listens to both parties without deciding who
is right or worng then assists them in
conducting a "productive dialect" which
allows the parties to reach their own
agreement.
When an agreement is reached by the
parties, it is written down by the mediator
and signed by both parties. The signing
.indicates a commitment to the resolution
of the dispute. The mediator then followsup on the agreement and offers further
assistance in the carrying out of the plan.
Mediation not only reduces the burden• some case load of the judicial system but
also provides a method of dispute resolution which gives the parties a greater
feeling of importance and accomplishment.
The parties are working out the dispute
on their own terms, agreeable to both
parties. There are no winners or losers, only
satisified participants.
If you are interested in receiving training
as a community mediator or just want to
know more about the program, contact Liz
Underell at Community Mediation (619)
238-1022. A mediation skills training
session is scheduled for December 3rd
through the 5th for those who want to learn
to facilitate win-win resolutions, empower
clients, develop skills in dealing with others,
and reassess views on conflict resolution.

l

Research Librarians Annette Feldman, Bob Giblin and Diana Garcia.

Happy Librarians offer assistance
Westlaw not workng for you? Forgot
how to shepardize a case? Need to know
the names of the Justices who served on
the U.S. Court in 1854? It may sound trite,
but it is true-all you have to do is ask.
The three current ~embers of the Law
Library Reference staff are glad to assit you.
Diana Garcia, who has aD. M.L.S. from
Simmons College, is a part-time Reference
Librarian. Annette Feldman, who has an
M.L.S. from Syracuse University, is the
full-time Reference/Interlibrary Loan
Librarian. Bob Giblin, the Associate Law
Librarian, who has a J .D. from the
University of Kentucky and an M.L.L.
from the University of W ashington, also
provides reference assistance.
The Law Library offers reference service
from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and on Fridays from
9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. W eekenders will
find a reference librarian on duty Sundays
from noon until 4:00 p.m. The entire
Reference operation has been relocated to
the Donohue Room and the adjacent Index
area. In thi" Lentral loc:ation the Reference
staff expect more questions every day.
Also, watch for the Reference Departmmt's UpCOming research guide series.

These handouts will offer brief refreshers
in standard research skills and delve into
some of the mysteries of such areas as ,
legislative history and administrative
regulation and tax research.
Other Law Library N ews
A reminder: Food and drinks are banned·
from the library study areas. Please confine,
consumption to the student lounge.
The new Oce copiers are proving to be
very reliable, turning out up to 7 ,000 copies
without a single jam. However, these sturdy
machines ·cannot take excessive force on
their glass copy surfaces. The glass has beep
broken four times on these machines. In
. eaeh instance, impatien:ce, excessive force
and failure to follow simple directions for
book placement combined to decommission the machines. Help us keep these ·
copiers and to get more ... kick your car
tires, beat your Chest, but treat the Oce
With a little respect.
Starting November 27,-the Law Library
will be strict in enfortjng the Check-out .
limit for reserve materials. This is necessary
to give everyone a fair chance to use these
high-demand items. The fine for overdue
reserve items is $5.00.
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Student heeds priority
for SBA president
by Gary Fielder

"l feel thati l am · a fairly active and
influential voice on campus," says Lesley
Clement about her role as President of the
Student Bar Association (SBA).

Lesley Clement
After receiving a bachelor's degree in
English from California State University at
Sacramento, Clement spent her last year
as an undergraduate studying Literature on
scholarship in Yorkshire, England, before
entering law school at USO in the fall of
1985.
Clement was elected last April to serve
a·one year term as President of SBA and
is excited about the year ahead. "This year
we are focusing on organizational projects,

specifically with social functions and a
lecture series. SBA is the umbrella organ- ·
ization for the other student organizations
within the law school. We are responsible
for the allocation of funds to each
organization; lobbying for student issues at
faculty meetings, and facilitating information for the -faculty members to the
students."
As the law school's student representative at faculty meetings, Clement helped
secure the faculty's approval of USD's new
Journal of Contemporary Issues. "Now we are
going to have a second major legal
periodical on campus," stated Clement. " I
see that as the biggest plus so far thi_s year
for the students at USO.''
Clement has also initiated policy changes
concerning the allocation of funds to
student organizations. "What we (SBA)
really tried to do in our budgeting this year
was to ask the student organizations certain ·
questions within the allocation process to
insure open membership and to [facilitate]
broad student participation.
"What we are trying to do is channel
the student's money back to them as fairly
as possible in an effort to funnel our funds
into organizations that are really working
hard to imRrove the student's undersanding
of current legal issues and broaden their
legal expertise in general."
Socially, SBA has organized and funded
the Orientation and Halloween parties both
of which Clement has deemed successful.
"I certainly don't think that SBA's sole
function is to be a social organization," says
Clement, "but definitely part of our
function is to get people together off
campus, outside the law school socially.''
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Financial Aid

LAL applicants face credit test
by Richard Osbourne
Financial Aid Director
Each student who elects to apply for a
loan under the law Access Program is
subjected to a test of credit-readines. Not
only must individuals have a satisfactory
_credit history, but they must never have
defaulted on a loan, never have declared
barlkruptcy and not be considered debtoverburdened already.
If an application is initially rejected for
credit reasons, the student should immediately begin the appeal process by
requesting a copy of the credit report from
the reporting agency. In California, the
credit agencies utlized by LAL include
TRW, Trans-Union and CBI. During the
first 90 days after a credit denial, there is
usually no charge for this service; the
student may expect to receive a copy of
his credit report in 10 to 14 days from
the date of his request.
If, upon obtaining a copy of the credit
report, the student believes an 'entry has
been made in error, he should contact the
creditor who placed the entry to engage
the creditor's cooperation in the speedy
correction of his credit history. If it is a
valid entry; the student may yet be able
to negotiate with the creditor for removal
of the entry. If the student is able to engage
the cooperation of his creditor, he should
request formal written notification to the
credit agency, with a copy forwarded to
himself.
The next, and perhaps most important
step, is for the student to formaly, and with
supportive argument and fact, clarify his
situation and the logical resolution of his
dilemma - approval of the loan. The appeal
to the Law Access Program should also

contain a copy of the corrected credit
report, or the copy of the creditor's
notification to the credit agency, a copy
of the denial letter and any other documentation which is supportive of the
apPeal.
A single parent having gone through a
divorce, a student overseas for the past year,
or a family having lost a breadwinner could
all have extenuating circumstances affecting
a credit history.
Occasionally, denial of a student's LAL
application is not attributable to the credit
history, but it is rather that, in the budget
process, the student has been determined
to be debt-overburdened. In this instance,
a co-signor application may greatly increase
the students' chances for successful
resubmission of the loan .application.
In all cases, the applicant should be aware
that ·approval of the loan application is
heavily contingent upon LAL's evaluation
of the credit history. For the student
uncertain of his credit history, it may be
a prudent move to request a personal copy
from the credit bureau, prior to processing
the Law Access application. Written
authorization is required and should
contain one's full name, social security
number, birthdate, addresses for the past
five years, and the requisite fee ($5-$10).
Telephone disclosures as well as appointments are possible. One local bureau, CBI
(292-4154 ), charges eight dollar's for the
service. The yellow pages of the telephone
directory will contain the other listings.
If in doubt, students should always checl<
with the Financial Aid Office to clarify the
next site in the application process. Initial
rejection of the Law Access Loan may, with
effort and patience, be reversed. ·

Careers topic of environmental law discussion I-Alumni Notes I
by Mike Still
Working for the federal government in
the area of environmental litigation was the
topic of an Environmental Law Society
panel discussion held recently. Featured
speakers at the discussion held October 28
in Fletcher Reception Hall were professors
Charles S. Crandall and Michael Reed, two
of USO Law School's faculty/ practitioners.
Crandall, an adjunct professor of
environmental law at USO, works for the
U.S. Attorney's Office in San Diego
prosecuting environmental cases, including
hazardous waste cases. Reed, a visiting
professor of public lands law, works for
the Justice Department's Land and Natural
Resources Division in Washington, D.C.,
defending the United States in offshore
boundaries, oil leasing and other public
land cases.
Reed began the discussion by describing
what he does, which is basically defend
challenges by environmental groups as to
the federal government's use of public
lands. In particular, Reed defends offshore
oil and boundaries · cases for the federal
government. Most of these challenges are
based on the National Environment Policy
Act (NEPA), which in broad terms requires
that the Federal government take into
account how its use of public lands will
affect the human environment.
Reed offered an exa~ple of an offshore
oil sale case and how his division would
go about defending such a case. The
Secretary of the Interior announces a sale
of oil leases for offshore tracts. An
environmental group, such as the Sierra
Club, files an injunction against the sale
in a federal court. Since most sales of
offshore oil leases involve an intricately
timed five-year planning process, the
issuance of an injunction halting this
process would be disruptive.
In order to defend the sale, Reed's
division sets up a team of four lawyers.
Each lawyer is responsible for one aspect

of the defense strategy. One lawyer handles regulations. However, his office generally
the environmental impact 'report, another does not hire right out of law school but
handles the endangered species and wildlife usually requires its attorneys to have two
issues, another handles the appellate · to three years experience before coming to
process, and yet another handles any work for the government.
possible Supreme Court work.
Reed noted, however, that the Justice
A trial is usually not required. Both sides Department does have an honors program
normally agree to the use of a summary which accepts highly qualified applicants
judgment motion, relying on pleadings, right out of law school. It also hires other
documents, and declarations of experts in applicants right out of law school who
the field to make their case. The judge then possess special interest or expertise in a
reviews the case from the standpoint of particular area.
the Secretary of the Interior to determine
Next, Crandall provided some i~ight
if the Secretary was justified in announcing into what his job entails. He first told
the sale.
people not to go into the field of envirCrandall described how he both inves- onmental law if they know exactly what
tigates and prosecute8 cases. Within that they want to do and what they don't want
investigative process, it's not always clear to do, for it doesn't always work out that
wh,o the bad guys are and who the good way. For example, Crandall's first case in.
guys are. In other words, who is responsible working for the government was to defend
for a number of different chemicals in a the Nudear Regulatory Commission in a
river, lake, or the ocean is not easy to fuel storage case. The plaintiffs in the case
ascertain. Developing investigative sources were a small citizens group who didn't want
is a hurdle in itself. A main source of reports a nuclear fuel storage facility in their
of violations are the local newspapers. Once neighborhood. It was then that Crandall
Crandall's office learns of a violation, FBI decided he didn't li~e this aspect of
and sometimes Customs agents are then environmental law, and that he wanted to
used to investigate the violation and to wear a "white hat" and prosecute cases for
gather evidence.
violations of federal environmental staTechnical assistance is hard to come by tutes.
for Crandall's office. The closest EnvironOther government environmental agenmental Protection Agency office is in San cies, which do hire right out of law school,
Francisco, and this has only three special are the Environmental Protection Agency
agents. To overcome this lack of technical and the Interior Department, Crandall said.
assistance, Crandall's office has developed However, these positions are administrative
a hazardous waste task force. The task force and don't involve any litigation. -These
is made up of personnel from the San Diego attorneys work on such matters as enviCounty Department of Health, the Cali- ronmmental impact reports and drafting
fornia Water Resources Board and Cran- environmental regulations. The recent
dall's office.
Superfund legislations has increased the
In order to prove a violation, Crandall's need for attorneys in these agencies.
office must show that the substance is a
Crandall feels that there is definitely a
hazardous waste, and that the discharge was need for environmental lawyers in the San
a conscious wrongdoing.
Diego area. San Diego's continued growth
Crandall stated that there is a need for has created a special need for land use
both private and public environmental attorneys. Crandal said that one of the best
lawyers. Private environmental lawyers ways for a young attorney to gain expeshould advise clients how to and encourage rience in the land use area is to work for
them to comply with environmental the U.S. Attorney's office in this area.

The fall of 1987 has been busy for the
USO Law Alumni Associa~ion. The
successful Law Clerk training Program for
law students has been presented for the.
fourth consecutive sememster, to a full
audience of law students in the Grace
Courtroom. "Career Choices in the Legal
Profession" was also presented for recent
graduates, newer practitioners, and those
who are thinking about changing their
career path. Fall social and fund raising
events have included the Michael Mohr
Memorial Golf Tournament, and Reunions
for the Classes of 77 and 82.

Food Drive Held
Help make Thanksgiving brighter for
those less fortunate than yourself. The
Black Law Students Association will collect
non-perishable food items for distribution
to n.eedy San Dieg0 families. A collection
box will be placed near the entrance to
the Writs Lounge in the lobby at More
Hall. Collection will begin on Tuesday,
November 10 and will continue through
the start of Thanksgiving recess during the
hours of 9 am to 7:30 pm. The efforts
of the law school community in assisting
to make Thanksgiving a reality for those
who would otherwise not be able to enjoy
the holiday will be most appreciated.
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Law School Sports: Softball, Bagel Lifting and triple Dip
by Dale Giali
Law school has given us some new ways
to express our athletic prowess. At USO
- we are proud of our own brand of sporting
;ictivity. Events like the triple dip (criminal
law, property, and contracts all in one day)
have rewritten the definition of stamina.
'I)le bagel with cream cheese arm lift, while
more a finesse type sport, is an.endeavor .

that is gaining wide ranging support. A test
of patience is yours to be liad in the hunt
for that forever-missing volume on civil
procedure that talks about rule 12.
The perpetual law school to university
center jog-a-walk-a-run-athon goes on
daily. Manuevering tables and chairs, that
is if you can get any, in order to seat all
your friends at lunchtime encompasses all

Fall Exam Schedule
MONDAY, Dec. 7, 1987
9 a.m.
Corporations - Day
1:30 p.m.
6 p.m.

Oil&Gas
Family Law
Property
Professor Minan
Professor Shue Dl & D2
Property'
Professor Lazerow 1st Yr B & E
Corporations - Evening

TIJESDAY, Dec. 8, 1987
9a.m.
UCCll
1:30p.m.
6 p.m.
Property.
· Professor Raushenbush C lst Yr Day, 2nd Yr Evening
Advanced California
Criminal Evidence
Family Law
Advanced Business Planning
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 9, 1987
9 a.m.
Constitutional Law
Professor Wiggins
Professor Saphire
1:30 p.m. Labor Law
6 p.m.
Labor Law
Admiralty
Trusts & Estates -Evening
Employ~ Benefits &
Deferred Compensation I
1HURSDAY, Dec. 10, 1987
9a.m.
1:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
Tax I - Evening
· Civil Procedure
Section D - First Year Day
Evening - Second Year
FRIDAY, Dec. 11, 1987
Civil Procedure A, B, C
9 a.m.
Professor Simmons - A
Professor Heiser - B
Professor Brooks - C
1:30 p.m. Tax 1- Day
Administrative Law
International Business
Transactions
MONDAY, Dec. 14, 1987
9 a.m.
Torts - Section Cl & C2
Trusts & Estates
Professor Alspaugh
Professor Smith
1:30p.m. Torts
Professor-Nolan Al & A2
Professor Ursin B1 & B2
Professor- Ursin/NohID - D
6p.m.
Torts - First Year Evenings
Estate Planning I
Financial Institution
TIJESDAY, Dec. 15, 1987 ,
9 a.m.
Insurance
Bankruptcy
1:30 p.m. Federal Jurisdiction
6 p.m.
Federal Estate & Gift Tax
Day & Evening
Patents & Trade Secrets ·
Tax Exempt Organizatio~
& Charitable Transactions
Professional Responsibility
Day & Evening
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 16, 1987
9a.m. ·
1:30 p.m. Criminal Law A2 & Cl
C - First Year; A - 22nd Year
Criminal Law B
6 p.m.
Agency & Partnership
Local Government
Law Property & Economics

r· .

. i

THURSDAY, Dec. 17, 1987
·
9 a.m.
Remedies
Professor Engfelt
Professor Simmons
1:30 p.m
6p.m.
Contracts- Evening 1st Yr
Criminal Procedure I
Article 9
Conflicts
Secured Land
Environmental L1w
FRIDAY, Dec. 18, 1987
9 a.m.
Contracts - A & D
1:30 p.m. Contracts
Professor W6hlmuth - 8
Professor Conaghan - C
Criminal Procedure I

Professor Friedman
Professor Werdel
Professor Horton

Flts A & B
28
2C ·
3A,Crt. Rm.
3B,3C,3D

Professor Dallas

3A, 3B, 3C, Crt.Rm.
FltsA&B

Professor Wonnell

3B, Crt. Rm.
3A, 3B, 3C, Crt.Rm.

Professor Shore

2C

Professor Ciesielski
Porfessor R. Shaw

Flt. A
2B(LL.M.)

Professor W eckstein
Professor Neeper
Professor Dysart
Professor Spearman
Professor Gartrel

3A, Crt. Rm.
3B,3C
2B
3D
3C
3A, 3B, Crt.Rm
2B (LL.M.) .

Professor Land
Professor Bratton

FltsA&B
3A, 3B, -JC, Crt.Rm.

Professor Shue
Professor Davis
Professor Darby

3B,3C, 3D
3A,Crt. Rm.
FltsA&B
3A, 3B, Crt.Rm. ·
Flt, A
Flt. B

Professor Morris

.JA, Crt. Rm.

of your important athleti~ facets such as the team started playing. If M.D. and the
speed, strength, agility and politicking. I Motels are not wearing the championship
wouldn't be surprised if 11ext semester · shirts at the end of the tourney, anything
marks the first annual "blueberry muffin is possible, including getting a ninth
buttering for accuracy and speed" contest. Supreme Court justice.
1st Semester Softball Tourney
In last year's championship game, the
Would Abner Doubleday ever have Motels ran up against a first year team
guessed that in 1987 there would be a team that had everybody talking. That team was
that was shooting for its third consecutive Barside, and they're back, ready to claim
championship? Probably not. We here at the title. There has been word that Barside
USO are not only privileged to be aware manager Theresa Pi;wlas has been working
. of such a fact, but we can actually witness frantically during the summer and early fall
this historic event in the making. I am, of . to put together a team of past stalwarts
course, talking about none other than M.D. and new whipper snappers to crush M,D.
and the Motels, and their attempt to win ap.d the Motels.
fall semester's co-rec softball tournament
Pavlas went as far as Chicago, where she
that ended Nov. 20.
hit some $Crious paydirt in Brian Kaplan.
(The tourney ended too late to publish Kaplan is doing his best to pitch Barside
the results in this issue but will be included right. into the championship t-shirts. The
in the Feb. 9 issue.)
question of whether Southern California
The Motels have dominated co-rec from competition is too much for this Mid-West
their unhumble beginnings two years ago. transfer remains to be seen, but the word
Martha Davis amassed a group of players cin the street is the Cubbies are mourning
' that has stayed together since they were the loss.
John Janessa, a clutch hitter, is one of
learning the difference between adequate
compensation for injuries and damages, Barside's returning players. With his playoff
and a federal reporter. Well, they now experience and refined skills, lanessa may
know in which of those two you would be just what the doctor ordered. Another
look up a case, and which one would appear returner, who is wreaking havoc on
in a Urry Parker commercial, and they also · opposing batters, is relief pitcher Judy
know how to play softball.
Crandall.
· Jim (does this guy go to school or just
&rside has a tough climb to get to the
play sports) Dierking leads the Motels' top, ·but this year they are playing for
offensive attack. You may recognize Jim's revenge, and losing the co-rec tourney in
name, as last issue I told you he leads San extra innings, like Barside did last year,
Digo Vice's offensiv.e attack. Jim iS getting can tum ordinary players into softball
a lot of practice at leading offenses and animals.
it pays off constantly.
Softb3.ll and more intramurals start up
Another threat is Mark Packowitcz. He again second semester. Get involved and
along with Audrey N elson, Holly remember, ifyoudon'tthinkyou'regetting
Emmons, and_Kerry Flynn have helped put paid enough;feign a leg injury and ask to
the Motels at the top in every season since be traded.
·

FltsA&B
3B, 3C, 3D ·

ProfessoI'. Conaghan
Professor Hersh
Pi:ofes.sor McNeese

3A, Crt. Rm.
3B, 3C
· Flts A& B
Flts A& B
2B (LL.M.)
. 3C

Professor Levine
Professor Andrew
Professor Bratton
Professor Smith

3B,3C
3A
2B
2B

Prof. Knobbe/Bunker
Professor Coveney

Flts A ·
Flts B (LL.M.)

Professor W eckstein

3A, 3B, 3C, Crt.Rm.

Professor Roche
Professor Cole
Professor Alspaugh
Prof. Tarvyd/ Conrad
Professq_r Siegan

CLASSIFIED ADS .

Cla8sified ad deadline for next issue Feb. 1st.
$4 for 3 lines. Pick up forms in Motions' mailbox
or office.

38, 3A. 3C, Crt.Rm.

EMPLOYMENT

Fits A & B
Flt A
· JC
38

Law Library-Work study student jobs available.
Learn legal research from the inside, add to your
resume. Contact Robert Giblin at the library.
Needed: Drug-free, moderate conservative with no
facial hair. Call Ed Meese for details.

TRANSPORTATION

3A
3B&3C
Professor Wonnell
Professor Huffman
Professor ·Fish
Professor Darby
Professor Lundmark
Professor Crandall

30

Professor Engfelt

3A, 38, 3C, Crt.Rm.

Professor Krantz

Bicycles: Schwinn Super Sport (updated 1972).
Chmo 2Y frame, SunTour eqpt, .$.175; Benotto 850
Paris, 56cm frame, Shimano dcr., $200. 296-64 16.

3A&Crt. Rm.
Fits A & 8
2B
3C
38

3A, Crt. Rm.
3B, 3C
Fits A & B

HOUSING/ ROOMMATE
Female Roommate wanted to share 2 bdr. brand
new deluxe condo. All .;1meneties and more "The
Courtyards". Call Donna 692-0700.

PERSONALS

Good luck on finals!

Motions

Maggie, I've. been waiting at the Jacuzzi since the
Jialloween party. Where are you? Q,T.
Wanted: Parking space near Kratter Library, MWF
10 a.m. Ext. 4343.
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•Y()U CAN'T AFFORD TO TAKE ANY OTHER
BAR ~VIEW COURSE -OTHER THAN BAR/BRI ·

"
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CALIFORNIA AR/BRI BAR REVIEW
Basrc·course over 5 hours
$945.00
Live or Video (dep giding on location) . .
Includes complete coverage of all issues
and subjects tested on the California
Bar Exam.
Integrated Essay Workshop

Included

BARPASSERS COURSE
· Basic Co·urse 60 Hours Video
Wills, Trusts, Community Property
(California tested subjects)
are Audio Tape only
lntegrated'Essay Workshop

$970.00

Included

Integrated Performance Test Workshop Included

Integrated Performance Test Workshop Included

Integrated Multistate Workshop

Included

·Integrated Multistate Workshop

Included

Simulated Bar Exam

Included

Simulated Bar Exam

Included
*$970.00

*$945.00

1
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-THE ''REAL'' BOTTOM LINE
26YEARS

2YEARS

Years successfully preparing law students
for the bar.exam.

-Years prepanng law students ·
for the bar exam.
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IT'S A FACT-CALIFORNIA BAR/BRI
PRODUCES MORE CALIFORNIA ATTORNEYS
EACH YEAR THAN/ALL OTHER COURSES COMBINED!

"We Urge You to Compare"
-
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BAR REVIEW
11801 West Olympic Boulevard #7
Los Angeles. California 90064
(213) 477-2542

332 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco. California 9~102
(415) 441-5600

1407 First Avenue
. San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623
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*Prices based on early enrollmentdiscounts 1987
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